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variation." More" recent" studies" have" attempted" to" assign" genetic" variants" to" facial"
phenotypes"using"landmarking"methods,"however,"these"markers"are"sparse"in"the"lip"























the"prevalence"of" lip" phenotypes" amongst" unaffected"biological" parents" of" cleft" and"
nonMcleft"children.""






chin" dimple" and"DOCK1* (P=2x10M8)* and"mentolabial" fold" and" CDH4* (P=1x10M8)." Both"
genes"have"been"reported"to"play"a"role"in"tumour"pathways"(Du,"C.*et*al,"2011,"Laurin,"
M.*et*al,"2013),"and"CDH4"may"have"a"role"to"play"in"muscle"development"(Nogueira,"
J.M.* et* al," 2015)." In" addition," 29" nearMhit" associations" were" found" with" 18" lip"
phenotypes"(P<10M7)."Replication"was"attempted"for"2"lip"phenotypes"(chin"dimple"and"
mentolabial"fold)."However,"it"was"not"possible"to"replicate"these"findings.""
Genotype"analysis" discovered"associations"with"14"out"of" 17" candidate"NSCL/P" SNPs"
with"21"out"of"25"lip"phenotypes."The"main"findings"were"the"association"of"NOG"and"
skeletal"II"pattern"(P=1.58x10M6)"and"VMshaped"Cupid’s"bow"(P=2.48x10M3)"with"8q24."A"
generated" NSCL/P" genetic" allele" score" demonstrated" association" with" VMshaped"
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Conclusions:" A" robust" and" reliable" scale" has" been" presented," which" allows"
categorisation" of" lip" phenotypes." Considerable" variation" exists" within" the" ALSPAC"
population" of" 15" year" olds," including" some" rare" phenotypes" and" evidence" of" sex"
dimorphism." Lip" phenotypes" tend" to" appear" in" combinations" with" other" lip"
phenotypes,"whilst"chin"dimple"and"mentolabial"fold"are"generally"distinct.""
Discovery" GWAS" indicated" genotype/phenotype" associations" with" chin" dimple" and"
DOCK1* (P=2x10M8)*and"mentolabial" fold" and"CDH4* (P=1x10M8)." However," this"was" not"
replicated"in"an"independent"sample.""
NSCL/P" SNPs" and" combined" highMNSCL/P" genetic" alleles" affect" lip" phenotypes," and"
appear"to"induce"a"narrow"philtrum,"VMshaped"Cupid’s"bow"and"a"skeletal"II"pattern."
Parents"of"cleft"children"had"higher"prevalence"of"some"lip"phenotypes"compared"with"
control" parents." As" such," this" study" proposes" that" certain" lip" phenotypes" may" be"
utilised"as"subphenotypic"markers"of"cleft"risk.""
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Introduction 
The" lips" are" important" for" verbal" and" nonMverbal" communication," mastication,"
maintaining" an" oral" seal" and" are" seen" as" an" important" factor" in" facial" and" sexual"










inclination" of" the" upper" lip" and" has" average" values" (Farkas," L.G.* et* al," 1984," Farkas,"
L.G.," 1994)." Orthodontists" perform" an" assessment" of" the" lips" as" part" of" the" initial"
assessment" of" the" face" prior" to" treatment" planning." Orthodontic" movement" of" the"
teeth"alone,"or"in"association"with"a"surgical"procedure,"will"affect"the"soft"tissues,"and"
consequently" facial"appearance" (Dann," J.J.,"3rd* et*al,"1976,"Ferrario,"V.F.* et*al,"1999,"
Wermker,"K.*et*al,"2014).""
The" majority" of" previous" research" in" this" area" has" involved" anthropometric"
measurements" of" multiple" facial" landmarks" (Farkas," L.G.," 1994)," geometric"
morphometrics" (Claes,"P.*et*al,"2014)"and"principal"component"analysis" (PCA)" (Toma,"
A.M.*et*al,"2012)."Few"studies"have"involved"an"assessment"of"characteristric"features"
(Mori,"A.* et*al," 2005,"Carey," J.C.* et*al," 2009,"Hennekam,"R.C.* et*al," 2009)."Therefore,"
there" is" sparse" populationMbased" data," which" identifies" and" describes" normal" lip"
phenotypes. 
Genotype7phenotype!associations!
Facial" development" is" influenced" by" genetic" (Grosen," D.* et* al," 2010a," Peng," S.* et* al,"
2013)"and"environmental"factors"(Abel,"E.L.,"1995,"Honein,"M.A.*et*al,"2007,"Al"Ali,"A.*et*
al," 2014)," and" animal" models," have" demonstrated" that" craniofacial" development" is"
tightly"regulated"by"chemical"mediators" (FrancisMWest,"P.H.*et*al,"2003)."Much"of"the"
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research" encompassing" genetics" of" the" lip" region" has" previously" involved" cleft"
susceptibility" (Cobourne," M.T.," 2004)," however," little" is" known" as" to" how" these"
mediators"affect"normal"facial"variation."
GenotypeMphenotype"associations"of" the" lip" region"could"be"assessed"using"genomeM











• Assess" the" reproducibility" of" the" classification" system" with" other" acquisition"
methods"
• Perform"a"genomeMwide"association"study"(GWAS)"of"lip"phenotypes""
• Assess" for" associations" of" nonMsyndromic" cleft" lip/palate" (NSCL/P)" single"
nucleotide"polymorphs"(SNPs)"to"lip"phenotypes"
• Perform" a" case/control" study" to" assess" the" prevalence" of" lip" phenotypes"
amongst"unaffected"biological"parents"of"cleft"and"nonMcleft"children"
• Assess"the"predictive"capability"of"lip"phenotypes"as"a"precursor"of"cleft"risk"
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Contributions!
This" thesis" presents" a" novel"method" of" assessing" lip" shape" in" a" detailed," systematic"
approach."The"main"contributions"were"derived"by:" 
• Assessing" both" the" intra" and" inter" examiner" reproducibility" of" a" scale" that"
categorises"lip"phenotypes." 
• Determining" prevalence" and" associations" of" lip" morphological" features" in" a"
large"population"of"15MyearMold"Caucasians." 
• Determining" reproducibility" of" lip" phenotype" categories" with" a" different"









Chapter" 1" describes" anatomy" of" the" lip" region," fundamental" concepts" of" existing"
methods" of" analysing" lip" phenotypes" and" various" acquisition" methods." Chapter" 2"
investigates"various"theories"of"normal"lip"development"and"clinical"conditions"arising"
when" lip" development" is" disrupted." It" also" explores" the" concepts" of" genomeMwide"





of" features" and" sex" dimorphism." Chapter" 5" explores" the" validity" of" using" the"
classification"scale"(Figure"4.4)"for" images"captured"using"3dMD"face"dynamic"system"
(3dMD" Inc.," Atlanta," GA," USA)" and" offers" a" modified" classification" scale." Chapter" 6"
describes"genotype/phenotype"association"results"using"GWAS."Chapter"7"presents"the"
results" of" the" candidate" gene" association" study" (NSCL/P" SNPs)," and" the" effect" of"
common" variants" on" lip" phenotypes." Chapter" 8" describes" the" caseMcontrol" study,"
assessing" the" prevalence" of" lip" phenotypes" amongst" unaffected" parents" of" NSCL/P"
children,"versus"controls."
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In" the" orthodontic" clinical" setting," lips" have" been" traditionally" assessed" according" to"
competence," length" (Mamandras," A.H.," 1984," 1988," Peck," S.* et* al," 1992)" and" the"
nasolabial"angle"(Farkas,"1992b).""
Numerous" articles" have" been" published" in" relation" to" growth" changes," recording"




subsequent" analysis" using" measurements" or" geometric" morphometrics" (Bookstein,"
F.L.," 1997)," a" few" studies" have" also" defined" lip" variation" as" a" result" of" characteristic"
features"(Mori,"A.*et*al,"2005,"Carey,"J.C.*et*al,"2009,"Hennekam,"R.C.*et*al,"2009)."
This" chapter" explores" the" anatomy" of" the" lips" and" their" surrounding" region;" it" also"



































































the" anterior" teeth." The" upper" incisors" provide" support" to" the" upper" lip," and" their"
inclination" can" affect" the" relative" protrusion" and" perceived" fullness" of" the" lips." The"
inclination"of"the"lower"incisors"also"affects"the"degree"of"indentation"of"the"lower"lip."
The"position,"tonicity"and"thickness"of"the"lips"can"also"affect"the"position"of"the"teeth."











The" fullness" and" thickness" of" lips" vary" with" age," with" periods" of" increase" in" both"
dimensions" during" maturity" up" to" the" age" of" 16M18years." After" the" early" twenties,"
there"is"subsequent"flattening"and"retrusion"(Bishara,"S.E.*et*al,"1998)."The"lips"are"also"
influenced"by"ethnicity"(Lew,"K.K.*et*al,"1993,"Wilkinson,"C.M.*et*al,"2003,"Zhu,"L.Y.*et*
al," 2008," Seager," D.C.* et* al," 2009,"Wong,"W.W.* et* al," 2010),"with" Caucasians" having"
generally" thinner" and" less" full" lips" compared" to"African"Americans" (Astley," S.J.* et* al,"
1995)."
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1.2.2!Musculature!
The" musculature" underlying" the" lip" region" originates" from" the" first" and" second"
pharyngeal" arches," and" constitutes" the" group" of" muscles" collectively" known" as" the"
muscles"of"mastication"and"facial"expression,"respectively."
The"musculature"surrounding"the"oral"cavity"(Figure"1.3)"is"the"orbicularis"oris"muscle,"













few" other"muscle" fibres" integrate" with" the" orbicularis" oris"muscle," they" include" the"
zygomaticus"muscles," levator" labii" superioris" and" the"depressor" labii" inferioris," these"
mainly"act"in"an"oblique"direction.""
Either" side" of" the" midline" of" the" upper" lip," there" are" two" bands;" the" incisivus" labii"
superioris"laterally"(arising"from"the"alveolar"border"of"the"maxilla,"opposite"the"lateral"
incisors" and" arching" forwards)" and" the" nasolabialis"muscle"medially,"which" connects"
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the"upper" lip" to"the"nasal"septum." It" is" the" interval"between"the"two"medial"bands,"
which"corresponds"with"the"depression"of"the"philtrum"(Latham,"R.A.*et*al,"1976).""
1.2.2.1!Vermilion!border!
The" marginal" part" of" the" orbicularis" oris" muscle" curls" upon" itself" forming" the" pars"
marginalis" (PM)" anteriorly" and" the" pars" peripheralis" (PP)" posteriorly" (Figure" 1.4)."
Dissections"of"the"upper"lip"have"identified"variations"in"the"breadth"and"thickness"of"
the"pars"marginalis"in"relation"to"the"junction"between"the"skin"and"the"red"vermilion"


















   
10"
zone"at"the"midline"with"a"relative"absence"of"muscle"fibre"insertions"(Latham,"R.A.*
et* al," 1976)." Dissected" cadavers" indicated" that" fibres" of" the" orbicularis" oris" muscle"
enter" the" lip" on" one" side" and" cross" over" the"midline" to" insert" into" the" skin" on" the"
opposite"side,"lateral"to"the"philtral"groove."The"philtral"ridges"appear"to"represent"the"
mesial"borders"of"bilateral"muscle" insertion"zones"of"the" lip," in"which"the"fibres"raise"
the"level"of"the"skin"by"splaying"out"and"inserting"into"it."(Latham,"R.A.*et*al,"1976)."The"
second" theory" suggests" that" the" ridges" are" formed" by" thickened" dermis," dermal"
appendages"and"muscle"fibres"that"decussate"at"the"vermilion,"this"is"supported"by"the"








The" levator" labii" superioris" and"nasialis"muscles" also" contribute" to"philtral" form." The"




Gross" and"microscopic" examination"of" the" anterior" projection"of" the"pars"marginalis"
supports" the" theory" that" the" levator" labii" superioris"muscle"merges"with" the" rim" of"
orbicularis"oris" and" inserts" into" the"vermilion"border," forming"a" labial" arch"and"peak"
(Mulliken,"J.B.*et*al,"1993)."Thus,"it"is"the"action"of"the"levator"labii"superioris"lateral"to"
the" median" groove," in" conjunction" with" a" depressor" action" by" the" orbicularis" oris"





   
11"
with" relative" muscular" weakness" to" have" a" flattened" Cupid’s" bow" appearance,"





branch" supplies" the" upper" lip;" its" typical" anatomy" runs" along" the" length" of" the"
vermilion"border"from"the"commissures"and"deep"to"the"orbicularis"oris"muscle"(Figure"
1.6)." In" 23%" of" cases," this" artery" has" been" found" to" be" unilateral" (predominantly"











Coloured" latex" dye" injected" into" the" cortical" arteries" of" fresh" cadavers" (aged" 62M79)"

















The"superior" labial"branch"of" the" infraorbital"nerve"supplies" the"upper" lip,"which" is"a"
branch" of" the" maxillary" nerve." The" mental" nerve" supplies" the" lower" lip," which" is" a"
subdivision"of"the"mandibular"branch.""
1.2.4.2!Motor!Nerve!Supply!
The"musculatures" of" the" lips" that" contribute" to" facial" expression" receive" innervation"
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1.3!Assessment!of!the!lips!
Lip" phenotypes" can" be" assessed" directly" in" the" clinical" setting" or" by" utilising" 2D/3D"
acquisition" technique" and" assessed" later." These" various" methods" are" summarised"
(Table"1.2).""
1.3.1!Clinical!Examination!
Traditional" anthropometric" methods" of" recording" facial" variation" involve" locating"
anatomical" landmarks," and" using" sliding" callipers" (or" transparent" rulers)" on" the"
subject’s" face" to"measure"distances"or" angles" (Farkas," L.G.* et* al," 1992a)."As" a" result,"







H.* et* al," 2009)." Photographs" are" taken" routinely" for" orthodontic" patients" for" the"
purposes" of" clinical" assessment," treatment" planning," and" analysing" treatment"
outcomes" (Sandler," J.* et* al," 2002)." Digital" processing" has" now" become" the" standard"
format"for"photographic"record"keeping"in"orthodontics"(Sandler,"P.J.*et*al,"2002)."It"is"
important" to" standardise" the" image," in" terms" of" head" orientation," magnification,"




for" diagnostic" purposes" (Broadbent," B.H.," 1981)." As" well" as" capturing" the" skeletal"











has" also" been" described" as" a"method" of" examining" lip" variation" (Prabhu," R.V.* et* al,"
2012)."The"image"is"produced"by"creating"a"“lip"print”"of"the"lips,"achieved"by"painting"






Stereo" analysis" is" a" method" of" viewing" photographs" by" means" of" binocular" vision,"
which"has" the"advantage"of" facilitating"depth"of"perception" (Nam,"K.W.* et*al," 2012)."
This" occurs" due" to" the" phenomenon" of" parallax," where" objects" located" at" different"
distances"from"the"eye"will"change"their"apparent"relationship"to"each"other"when"the"
eye" is" moved" sideways." Two" images" of" an" object" are" captured" using" two" cameras,"
placed" at" some" distance" apart." The" combination" of" these" images" produces" a" 3D"
representation" of" the" object." The" distance" of" the" camera" from" the" object," and" the"
distance"between"the"two"cameras"affect"the"depth"resolution"of"the"eventual"image."






image" sequences" to" capture" several" images" of" an" object" (Heike," C.L.* et* al," 2010)."
Distances"between"features"can"be"measured"by"means"of"triangulation"(Hajeer,"M.Y.*
et* al," 2004)," which" involves" viewing" an" object" in" threeMdimensions" by" means" of"
binocular"vision"and"adding"the"perception"of"depth"by"levelling"parallax"(Halazonetis,"
D.J.,"2007)."The"accuracy"of"measuring"facial"structures"using"this"method"has"ranged"
from"0.5mm"–"1.0mm,"which" is"around"1.5%"of" the" total"observed"variance" (Seager,"
D.C.*et*al,"2009).""
Chapter*1:*Lip*anatomy*and*phenotyping*
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1.3.7!Laser!scanning!




object" in" the" three" planes" of" space" (Kau," C.H.* et* al," 2006)." The" 3D" laser" scanner"
measures" 20,000" to" 120,000"points" on" an"object" such" as" the" face" to" construct" a" 3D"
image." It" is"a"nonMinvasive,"nonMhazardous"technique"to"both"operators"and"subjects."
Although" the" acquisition" time" for" laser" cameras" is" relatively" long" (3" seconds)," the"
reliability" of" this" technique" is" remarkably" good" over" a" 3" day" period" (Kau," C.H.* et* al,"
2005b)."
ThreeMdimensional" technology" has" proven" successful" in" a" number" of" recent" studies,"
which"evaluated"facial"changes"due"to"growth"(Ferrario,"V.F.*et*al,"2000,"Kau,"C.H.*et*al,"
2008)."The"reliability"and"accuracy"of"landmark"identification"ranges"from"0.39"to"1.49"
mm" with" approximately" 85%" of" the" landmarks" tested" accurate" to" less" than" 1mm"
(Toma," A.M.* et* al," 2009)." There" does" not" appear" to" be" any" significant" variation" in"




1.3.8! Computerised! tomography! (CT)! and! Cone! beam!
computerised!tomography!(CBCT)!
CT" is" a"wellMestablished" diagnostic" tool,"which" is" used" in"many" areas" of"medicine." It"
produces"multiple" radiographs" or" slices,"which" can" be" reformatted" to" produce" a" 3D"
image."They"are"generally"taken"to"view"internal"structures,"but"can"also"capture"soft"
tissues"and"vascular"structures."CBCT"uses"a"cone"shaped"source"of"ionising"radiation,"
which" is"directed"through"the"area"of" interest" (Scarfe,"W.C.*et*al,"2008)."This"has"the"
advantage"of"a" shorter"capture" time"and" lower" radiation"dose"compared" to"CT" (Kau,"
C.H.*et*al,"2005a),"whilst"maintaining"good"measurement"accuracy"(Yi," J.*et*al,"2016)."
Another"advantage"of"CBCT"is"that"the"patient"is"scanned"in"the"upright"position,"which"
results" in" less"distortion"of"the"soft"tissues" in"comparison"to"CT,"where"the"patient" is"
supine."This"is"particularly"useful"if"the"facial"soft"tissues"are"reconstructed."
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It"is"not"currently"feasible"to"capture"the"true"colour"and"texture"of"the"skin"from"a"
CBCT"scan." "However," it" is"possible" to"manipulate"photographic"3D" images"on" to" the"
CBCT"scan"by"image"fusion,"and"several"techniques"have"been"described"(Khambay,"B.*




internal" structures." Although" the" scans" are" not" useful" for" viewing" the" extraMoral"







































































































(measuring" distances" between" anatomical" landmarks)," secondly" morphometric"




Anthropology" is" the" study"of" the"measurement"of" clinical" features,"using" the"various"
landmarks." Measurements" should" be" performed" with" the" patient" relaxed" and" in" a"
neutral" head" position," as" facial" expression" can" affect" the" ability" to" accurately" locate"
landmarks."
1.4.1.1!Measurements!of!the!lips!
Measurements" are"made"based" on" the" distance" between" landmarks" (Figure" 1.9" and"
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!!
The" average" fullness" of" the" lips" can" be" recorded" using" several" different"methods;" a"
clinical" measurement" from" the" frontal" view" (lsMsto)" measures" the" height" of" the"
vermilion," measurements" taken" from" lateral" cephalogram" measures" the" thickness"
from" the" internal" surface" to" the" exterior" surface." It" is" also" possible" to"measure" the"


























among" organisms" or" their" components" (Bookstein," F.L.," 2001)." Geometric"







variation." Using" 21" landmarks" of" the" face" (Farkas," L.G.," 1994)," analyses" have" been"

















Age& Sample& Population& Lengths&(mm)& Method& Reference&
Male& Female&
Height&of&the&lower&face&&(snEgn)&
18E25& 90!(50m,!40f)! North!America! 70.4+/:6.6! 63.0!+/:!4.3! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
Height&of&the&lower&third&of&the&face&(stoEgn)&
18E25& 100!(50m,!50f)! North!America! 48.8+/:!4! 44.8!+/:3.4! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
Medial&height&of&the&cutaneous&upper&lip&(philtral&length)&(snEls)&










9.3+/:1.5! 8.8+/:1.3! C!(ls:sto)! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1992b)!
18E25& 89!(50m,!39f)! 7.4!+/:!1.7! 7.7!+/:!1.1! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! 15.97!(1.72)! 12.96!(2.1)! LC!(a:p!thickness)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
Adult& 46!(20m,!26f)! 14.8!+/:1.4! 12.6!+/:!2! (Arnett,!G.W.(et(al,!1999)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! 4.0+/:!0.5! 3.3!+/:!0.6! LC!(cm2)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
21E49& 70!(38m,!32f)! England,!UK! 2.8!(0.8)! 2.3!(0.8)! 3DS!(cm2)! (Sawyer,!A.R.(et(al,!2009)!
Philtral&width&(cphEcph)&
Infants&& 40! North!America! 7.1!+/:!1.1! C! (Franz,!M.L.(et(al,!1972)!
5E6& 109!!(51m,!58f)! Japan! 8.7+/:1.4! 8.6+/:1.3! (Mori,!A.(et(al,!2005)!
Philtral&depth&(cphEcph&! &deepest&point&at&midline)&
24E39& 55!(25m,!30f)! Japan! 1.23+/:0.58! 0.88+/:0.45! 3DL! (Kishi,!N.(et(al,!2012)!
Nasolabial&angle&(prEsnEls)&
18E25& 89!(50m,!39f)! North!America! 99+/:8.0! 99+/:8.7! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1992b)!




23.8!+/:!1.5! 20.1!+/:!2! LC! (Burstone,!C.J.,!1967)!
15& 88!(42m,!46f)! 23!+/:!2.5! 21!+/:!2.4! C! (Peck,!S.(et(al,!1992)!
15& 101!(50m,!51f)! 22.3!+/:!2.1! 20.1!+/:!2! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1992b)!
15& 50!subjects! England,!UK! 25.93!+/:!3.98! LC(MxP:!sto)! (Vig,!P.S.(et(al,!1979)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! North!America! 21.16!(1.75)! 18.92!(2.5)! LC(Pal–!sto)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
18E25& 90!(50m,!40f)! 22.7!+/:2.3! 19.6!+/:!2.1! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
21E49& 70!(38m,!32f)! England,!UK! 21.3! 19.2! 3DS!! (Sawyer,!A.R.(et(al,!2009)!
Adult& 46!(20m,!26f)! North!America! 24.5!+/:!2.5! 21.0!+/:!2! LC!! (Arnett,!G.W.(et(al,!1999)!
Medial&vertical&lower&lip&length&(stoEgn)&
13E15& 32! North!America! 49.9!+/:4.5! 46.4!+/:!3! LC!! (Burstone,!C.J.,!1967)!
18E25& 89!(50m,!39f)! North!America! 48.8!+/:!4! 44.8!+/:!3! C! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
15& 50!! England,!UK! 44.07!+/:!4.23! LC!(MxP!–!sto)! (Vig,!P.S.(et(al,!1979)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! North!America! 44.07!(3.2)! 39.81!(3.6)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
Adult& 46!(20m,!26f)! North!America! 54.3!+/:!2.4! 46.9!+/:!2! LC!(LLS!–Me)! (Arnett,!G.W.(et(al,!1999)!
Medial&vermilion&height&of&the&lower&lip&&
18E25& 89!(50m,!39f)! North!American! 8.8!+/:!2.0! 9.0!+/:!1.5! C!(sto:li)! (Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! North!America! 12!(1.64)! 10.9!(1.91)! LC!(a:p!thickness)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
Adult& 46!(20m,!26f)! North!America! 15.1+/:1.2! 13.6!+/:!1! (Arnett,!G.W.(et(al,!1999)!
16&& 32!(16m,!16f)! North!America! 5.6!+/:!0.5! 5.3!+/:!1.0! LC!(cm2)! (Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988)!
21E49& 70!(38m,!32f)! England,!UK! 2.9!(0.8)! 2.3!(0.8)! 3DS!(cm2)! (Sawyer,!A.R.(et(al,!2009)!
Mouth&width&(chEch)&
5E6& 109!!(51m,!58f)! Japan! 37.6+/:2.9! 35.7+/:2.3! C! (Mori,!A.(et(al,!2005)!









a" rough" orientation" (Figure" 1.11a)." A" symmetrical" mirror" image" of" the" face" is" then"






Next," a" mesh" containing" 7,150" quasi" landmarks" is" automatically" mapped" to" the"
subject’s"scanned"3D"image."The"image"is"processed"further"to"produce"a"symmetrised"
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1.4.3!Classification!by!characteristic!shape!
Certain" features" cannot" be" quantified" by" measurements" alone," as" some" deviations"
arise"as"variations"in"shape"or"texture,"rather"than"lengths"or"angles."These"variations"
are"described"by"classification"of"characteristic"shapes"(Table"1.4).""
It" is" also" possible" to" classify" the"depth"of" the"philtrum"using" the" Likert" scale" for" lips"
(Figure"1.12),"which"was"originally"developed"as" a"diagnostic" aid" for"detecting" foetal"












































































































No!dimple! ! Germany! 82%! (RitzPTimme,!S.(et(al,!2011)!
!Italy! 80%!
Lithuania! 71%!













Some" features" are" reportedly" associated"with" each" other" (Table" 1.5," represented" as"
grey" squares);" however," this" is" based" on" expert" opinion" rather" than" epidemiological"
studies"(Hennekam,"R.C.*et*al,"2009,"Carey,"J.C.*et*al,"2009).""
Table!1.5!Associated!lip!phenotypes!
" Philtrum" Cupid’s"bow"" Upper"
lip"
Smooth" Deep" Wide" Long" Absent" Exaggerated" Thin"
Philtrum" Smooth" " " " " " " "
Deep" " " " " " " "
Wide" " " " " " " "
Cupid’s"
bow"
Absent" " " " " " " "
ExaggerM
ated"
" " " " " " "
Upper"lip" Thin" " " " " " " "
1.5!Summary!
The" current" methods" of" phenotyping" lip" phenotypes" have" their" limitations."
Phenotyping"according" to" landmarking"anatomical" locations"and"measuring"distances"
is"restricted"to"the"number"of"landmarks"available."In"addition,"some"soft"tissue"points"
are"less"reliable"than"others,"and"can"be"difficult"to"attain,"which"could"potentially"lead"
to" misleading" results" (Mehes," K.," 1981a," Hennekam," R.C.* et* al," 2009)." Also"
measurements" of" small" distances" (<10cm)" and"difficult" to" define" landmarks," such" as"
philtrum"width;"have"been"shown"to"be"inherently"unreliable"(Ward,"R.E.*et*al,"1991)."
Locating" landmarks" on" 3D" images" is" advantageous," as" it" has" been" shown" to" be" an"
accurate"and"reproducible"(Toma,"A.M.*et*al,"2009)"method."However,"by"limiting"the"
data" to" principal" components," it" tends" to" oversimplify" shape" variation" that"may" not"
reflect" biological" craniofacial" development." Geometric" morphometrics" attempts" to"
overcome" this" shortfall" by" adding" semiMlandmarks" between" two" distant" landmarks,"
however,"this"method"still"fails"to"record"other"features"that"have"been"shown"to"exist."""
Characterising" features" on" the" other" hand" gives" us" more" information" about" the"
textural"and"shape"variations"that"occur"as"well"as"features"that"are"either"present"or"
















Histological" studies" have" involved" the" assessment" of" humans," mice," chicks" or"
cynomolgus" monkeys" foetuses" (Trasler," D.," 1968," Hinrichsen," K.," 1985," Senders" Cw,"








(Figure" 2.1);" the" frontonasal" prominence," two" maxillary" prominences" and" two"
mandibular"prominences."The"paired"mandibular"processes"fuse"at"the"midline."
During"stages"13M14"(4M5weeks)"nasal"pits"form,"as"the"frontonasal"process"gives"rise"to"
the" medial" and" lateral" nasal" processes." There" is" subsequent" rapid" mesenchymal"







in" an" anterior" direction" (Trasler," D.," 1968," Hinrichsen," K.," 1985)" This" region"
subsequently"fuses"to"the"maxillary"prominences,"which"form"the" lateral"parts"of"the"
upper"lip"(Sun"D,"B.S.,"Hay"Ed.","2000,"Cox,"T.,"2004).""
Stage"12" Stage"13M14" Stage"16" Stage"19"




































A" complex" network" of" transcription" factors" and" signalling"molecules" tightly" regulate"
craniofacial" development" (Jiang" R," B.J.O.," Lidral" A.C.," 2006)," including" neural" crest"
formation," migration," patterning," proliferation," and" apoptosis" (Senders" Cw," P.E.,"
Hendrickx"Ag,"Cukierski"Ma,"2003).""
Many" signals" and" genes" have" been" shown" to" play" an" important" role" in" facial"
morphogenesis"by"controlling"the"development"of"facial"prominences"and"the"skeletal"
structure" of" the" face" (Table" 2.1)." Components" of" several" signalling" pathways" are"




Bone"morphogenetic"proteins" (Bmp)" are" a" group"of" signalling"molecules" secreted"by"
the" transforming" growth" factor" beta" (Tgfβ)" superfamily." Many" animal" studies" have"






In" the" developing" chick" facial" primordial," Bmp4" is" highly" expressed" in" the" distal"
epithelia"of"the"medial"and"lateral"nasal,"maxillary"and"mandibular"processes"(Wan,"M.*
et*al,"2005)."It"has"also"been"demonstrated"that"ectopic"application"of"either"Bmp2"or"
Bmp4" proteins" induces" overgrowth" and" produces" changes" to" the" patterning" of" the"
facial" primordia" (Barlow," A.J.* et* al," 1997)." Whilst," inhibiting" Bmp" signaling" by"
application" of" Noggin" (a" specific" Bmp" antagonist)" causes" reduced" mesenchymal"
proliferation" and" outgrowth" (Ashique," A.M.* et* al," 2002)." This" effect" has" also" been"
replicated"in"fish"and"birds"(Wan,"M.*et*al,"2005).""
Msx1" and"Msx2" are" downstream" transcription" factors" of" the" Bmp" pathway" (Barlow,"
A.J.* et* al," 1997)," and" both" are" likely" play" critical" roles" in" facial" mesenchymal"






and"Msx2*exhibit"bilateral"CLP" (Jiang"R,"B.J.O.," Lidral"A.C.," 2006)." In" knockout"mouse"
models," Msx1−/−" mutant" mice" have" shortened" maxilla" and" mandibles" as" well" as"
defects" in"palatal"mesenchyme"proliferation" (Satokata," I.* et*al," 1994," Zhang," Z.* et*al,"
2002)." These" studies" indicate" that" Bmp4" and" Msx1/Msx2" function" together" in" a"
common"molecular"pathway,"which"is"essential"for"normal"facial"growth"and"upper"lip"
morphogenesis"(Jiang"R,"B.J.O.,"Lidral"A.C.,"2006).""






and" complex" family" of" signaling"molecules" that" play" important" roles" in" a" variety" of"















facial" epithelia" and"mesenchyme" (Trokovic,"N.* et* al," 2003)."Nonsense"mutations"and"




The" sonic" hedgehog" (Shh)" pathway" plays" an" important" role" in" many" mechanisms,"
including" morphogenetic" patterning" activity," including" leftMright" axis" establishment,"
dorsoventral" patterning" of" the" neural" tube" and" craniofacial" development" (Ingham,"
P.W.* et* al," 2001," Lettice," L.A.* et* al," 2003," Kurosaka," H.," 2015)." It" also" plays" an"
aetiological"role" in"many"human"diseases,"particularly"holoprosencephaly,"cancer"and"
CLP" (Roessler," E.* et* al," 2003," Kurosaka," H.* et* al," 2014," Kurosaka," H.," 2015)." The" Shh"





for" mesenchymal" proliferation" and" survival" initially" and" later" craniofacial" growth"
(Jeong,"J.*et*al,"2004),"mutations"or"inhibitions"in"Shh"cause"severe"cranial"deficiencies"
(Hu" D," H.J.," 1999)." In" animal" studies," inhibition" in" the" cranial" mesenchyme" caused"










cell"proliferation,"differentiation"and"apoptosis" (Gudas," L.J.* et*al,"2011)."Studies"have"
shown"that"RA"play"important"roles"during"palate"development,"and"in"addition,"excess"
RA" causes" CP" in" foetuses" of" both" rodents" and" humans" (Okano," J.* et* al," 2014)."Mice"
harboring"mutations"in"both"the"retinoic"acid"receptor"genes"RARα"and"RARβ"display"a"
severe" median" cleft" and" defects" in" other" neural" crestMderived" structures" (Johnston,"
M.C.*et*al,"1995). 
2.2.2.5!The!Wnt!pathway! 
The" Wnt" glycoproteins" regulate" cell" proliferation," cell" fate" determination,"
differentiation"and"cell"survival."Mice"studies"have"identified"roles"for"Wnt3"and"Wnt9b 
during"mouse"embryogenesis;"both"are"expressed" in"the"ectoderm"of"the"developing"
facial" primordia" (Lan," Y.* et* al," 2006)," and" canonical" Wnt" signaling" is" specifically"
activated" in" the" epithelia" and" underlying" mesenchyme" in" the" medial" nasal," lateral"
nasal,"and"maxillary"processes"prior"to"fusion"(Merrill,"B.J.*et*al,"2004)."
The" canonical" Wnt" pathway" signals" through" βMcatenin," a" dual" functional" protein"
involved"in"cell"adhesion"and"signaling."As"βMcatenin"enters"the"nucleus,"it"activates"the"
Tcf/Lef"family"of"transcription"factors"and"regulates"transcription"of"downstream"genes"
(Zhu," X.J.* et* al," 2016)." The" pathway" also" has" an" important" role" in" regulating" Shh"




gene"with" tetraMamelia," a" rare" recessive" genetic" disorder" characterised" by" complete"
absence" of" all" four" limbs" and" CLP" (Niemann," S.," 1993," Juriloff," D.M.* et* al," 2001)." A"
targeted" mutation" in" the* Wnt9b" gene" also" caused" severe" kidney" developmental"
defects"and"an"incomplete"penetrance"of"CLP"(Carroll,"T.J.*et*al,"2005).""













Platelet" derived" growth" factor" (PDGF)." Autonomous" to" the" neural" crest," because"
conditional"disruption"of"Pdgf"in"neural"crest"cells"results"in"a"similar"facial"cleft."Mice"
carrying" a" null" mutation" in" Pdgfr" and" mice" homozygous" for" mutations" in" both" the"
Pdgfa"and"Pdgfc"genes"have"a"median"cleft"(Ding,"H."et"al,"2004)." 
2.2.2.8!Other!genes!and!pathways!!
There" are" many" other" genes" that" have" been" implicated" in" upper" lip" development,"
including" several"which"have"been"associated"with"SCL/P" (Table"2.2)."Many"of" these,"
including" PVRL1,* P63,* IRF6," and" CDH1" are" predominantly" expressed" in" epithelial"










































































































































































































via" desmosomes" (Hinrichsen," K.," 1985," Sun" D," B.S.," Hay" Ed." ," 2000)." This" involves" a"
series" of" cellular" transformations," whereby" cells" undergo" programmed" cell" death" in"
order"to"promote"epithelial"adherence"by"exposing"the"basal" layers"and"thus"forming"
adherence"to"the"underlying"layers"(Jiang"R,"B.J.O.,"Lidral"A.C.,"2006)."Epithelial"seams"
appear" to" subsequently" disintegrate," and" the" merged" processes" transform" into" a"
continuous"mesenchymal"structure"(Sun"D,"B.S.,"Hay"Ed.","2000).""
Following"fusion,"the"maxillary"processes"continue"to"grow"rapidly"and"push"the"nasal"
pits" and" medial" nasal" processes" medioMfrontally" (Hinrichsen," K.," 1985)." The" groove"
between"the"medial"nasal"prominences"eventually"becomes"smooth"due"to"continued"
growth"and"confluence"of"the"mesenchyme."






Upper" lip" development" encompasses" a" sequence" of" highly" coordinated," genetically"
programmed"morphogenetic"events"that"involve"directed"growth"and"expansion"of"the"
facial" prominences," programmed" cell" death," active" fusion" and" then" subsequent"
breakdown" of" the" epithelial" seam" between" the" maxillary," medial" nasal" and" lateral"










CL/P" is" the"most" common" craniofacial" disorder" worldwide," with" prevalence" ranging"
from"1:550"in"Asian"and"American"Indian"populations,"1:750"in"Caucasians"and"1:1,000"
in"African"populations"(Mossey,"P.A.*et*al,"2009,"Klotz,"C.M.*et*al,"2010)."Males"are"also"
more" commonly" affected" by" a" ratio" of" 3:2" (whilst" CPO" is" more" common" amongst"
females)."The"left"side"is"more"affected"than"the"right"side."
CL/P" results" in" an" array" of" complications" affecting" feeding," speech," hearing" and"
psychological" development" (Mossey," P.A.* et* al," 2009)." Patients" undergo" a" series" of"
surgical" repairs" starting" from" 3"months," and" continuing" until" adulthood." They" often"








genetic" studies" under" the" assumption" that" CLP" arises" as" a" more" severe" form" of" CL"
(Dixon,"M.J.* et* al," 2011)."However," epidemiological" studies" suggest" that"CL"may"also"
arise" as" an" independent" entity" to" CLP" (Harville," E.W.* et* al," 2005," Grosen," D.* et* al,"
2010b)."
2.3.1.1!Aetiology!of!CL/P!
A" CL" occurs" when" there" is" failure" of" fusion" between" the" maxillary" process" and" the"
medial" nasal" process" (Ohbayashi," N.* et* al," 1986)." The" palate" may" or" may" not" also"
display"a"cleft."The"aetiology"of"CL/P"is"complex"encompassing"both"genetic"(Tables"2.2"
and"2.3)"and"environmental" interactions"(Table"2.4)"(Cobourne,"M.T.,"2004)."CL/P"can"





the" understanding" is" based" on" mutant" mice" studies;" two" main" theories" have" been"
hypothesised:"
2.3.1.1.1!Failure!of!mesoderm!migration!










Epithelial" filopodia" are" also" seen" to" establish" bridges" between" the" facial" processes"
(Millicovsky" P.J," J.M.C.," 1981," Hinrichsen," K.," 1985," Senders" Cw," P.E.," Hendrickx" Ag,"
Cukierski"Ma,"2003,"Cox,"T.,"2004)."These"attachments"are"greatly"reduced"in"A/WySn"
and"CL/Fr"mouse"embryos,"both"of"which"exhibit"a"high"frequency"of"spontaneous"CL/P"
(Millicovsky" P.J," J.M.C.," 1981)." Numerous" mouse" studies" have" also" shown" the"
significance" of" TgfM" β" type1" receptor" Alk5" for" normal" lip" development" and" upper" lip"
fusion."(WaiMYee"Li,"M.D.,"Vesa"Kaartinen,"2008)."
2.3.1.2!Genetics!of!CL/P!




Individuals" with" SCL/P" display" additional" characteristic" features" and" exhibit" high"
familial"aggregation"rates"(Farrall,"M.*et*al,"1992,"Dixon,"M.J.*et*al,"2011)."Several"genes"
have" been" implicated" in" SCL/P," with" over" 300" Mendelian" syndromes" in" humans"







The" genes" identified" so" far" include" PVRL1 in" CLPMectodermal" dysplasia" syndrome"
(CLPED1),"which"was"identified"in"a"group"of"individuals"on"Margarita"Island,"who"have"
a"much"higher" prevalence" of" CLPED1" compared"with" the" general" population" (Sozen,"
M.A.*et*al,"2001)."PVRL1"is"a"cell"adhesion"molecule,"important"during"facial"and"palatal"
development"(Sozen,"M.A.*et*al,"2001)."
TP63/P63 has" been" associated"with" ectrodactyly"with" ectodermal" dysplasia" and" CLP"
(EEC)"(Leoyklang,"P.*et*al,"2006)."Missense"mutations"in"different"parts"of"TP63"can"give"
rise" to" different" presentations" of" CL/P." TP63" has" also" been" associated" with" NSCL/P"
(Leoyklang,"P.*et*al,"2006)"and"may"influence"facial"morphology"(Liu,"F.*et*al,"2012c)."
IRF6 has" been" associated" robustly" with" Van" der"Woude" syndrome" (Kondo," S.* et* al,"
2002,"Cobourne,"M.T.,"2004,"Cox,"T.,"2004)."In"the"mouse,"Irf6"expression"is"restricted"
to"the"palatal"mesenchyme"immediately"prior"to"and"during"fusion,"it"may"also"interact"
with" the" expression" of"Tgfb3" (Stanier," P.* et* al," 2012)." IRF6" has" also" been" associated"
with"NSCL/P" in"some"GWAS"studies" (Beaty,"T.H.* et*al,"2010,"Mangold,"E.* et*al,"2011,"
Beaty,"T.H.*et*al,"2013) 




FOXC2" mutations," which" codes" for" a" forkhead" transcription" factor" involved" in" the"
















D.R.* et* al," 2011)," mutations" in" EVcadherin (CDH1)" were" found" in" two" families" with"
hereditary"diffuse"gastric"cancer"associated"with"CLP"(Frebourg,"T.*et*al,"2006). 
Mutations" in" EFNB1 are" associated" with" craniofrontonasal" syndrome" (CFNS)" (Twigg,"
S.R.*et*al,"2004),"and"individuals"also"have"several"phenotypes,"including"bifid"nose"and"
columellar"indentation"(Van"Den"Elzen,"M.E.*et*al,"2014)."











1p21! COL11A1( Stickler!Type!2! 604841! (Francomano,!C.A.(et(al,!1987)!(Snead,!M.P.(et(
al,!1996)!!
1p31.1K33! DHCR24( Desmosterolosis!(AR)! 602398! (Waterham,!H.R.(et(al,!2001)!
1p36.3! MTHFR( OFC1! 607093! (Mostowska,!A.(et(al,!2006)!!
1q32.2K41! IRF6( Van!der!Woude!! 119300! (Kondo,!S.(et(al,!2002)!
2p13! TGFα( OFC2! 190170! (ChenevixKTrench,!G.(et(al,!1992,!Shiang,!R.(et(al,!
1993)!!
2p21! SIX3( Holoprosencephaly! 142945! (Wallis,!D.E.(et(al,!1999)!
2q14.2! GLI2( Holoprosencephaly! 610829! (Roessler,!E.(et(al,!2003)!
2q24.1K33! GAD67( PierreKRobin!sequence! 311895! (Jakobsen,!L.P.(et(al,!2006)Jakobsen,!L.P.(et(al,!
2006)!
2q32Kq33! SATB2! Glass!! 612313! (Fitzpatrick,!D.R.(et(al,!2003,!Vieira,!A.R.(et(al,!
2005)!
2q33.1! ! SUMO1( OFC10! 601912! (Alkuraya,!F.S.(et(al,!2006)!
2q37.1! CHRNG( Lethal!and!escobar!multiple!pterygium! 265000! (Morgan,!N.V.(et(al,!2006)!
3p14.3! FLNB! Larsen!syndrome;!atelosteogenesis! 150250! (Krakow,!D.(et(al,!2004)!
3q28! TP63( HayKWells!syndrome!(AEC/EEC)!(AD)! 106260! (Garcia!Bartels,!N.(et(al,!2007)!
4p16.2! MSX1( Hypodontia! 142983! (Jezewski,!P.A.(et(al,!2003,!Suzuki,!Y.(et(al,!2004)!!
5p13.1! NIPBL! Cornelia!de!Lange!(AD)! 122470! (Krantz,!I.D.(et(al,!2004)!
5p13.2! C5orf42( OroKfacialKdigital! 277170! (Lopez,!E.(et(al,!2014)!
5q32! SLC26A2! Diastrophic!dysplasia!(AR)! 222600! (Hastbacka,!J.(et(al,!1994)!
5q32K33.1! TCOF1! Treacher!Collins!(AD)! 154500! T.C.S.,!C.G.!(1996)!
6p21.3! COL11A2( Stickler!Type!2! 184840! (Brunner,!H.G.(et(al,!1994)!
6p24.3! OFC1( OFC1! 119530! (Carinci,!F.(et(al,!2007)!
6p24.3! TFAP2A( BranchioKoculoKfacial!(AD)! 113620! (Milunsky,!J.M.(et(al,!2008)!
7p21Kp22! TWIST1! SaethreKChotzen!(AD)! 101400! (Howard,!T.D.(et(al,!1997)!
7p22! ACTB( AD!developmental!malformations! 607371! (Verloes,!A.(et(al,!2015)!
7q11.2Kq21.3! EEC1( Ectrodactyly!Ectodermal!dysplasia!! 129900! Leoyklang!et!al,!2006!
7q21.11! CHD7( CHARGE! 214800! (Vissers,!L.E.(et(al,!2004)!
7q36! SHH( Holoprosencephaly! 610829! (Roessler,!E.(et(al,!2003,!Vieira,!A.R.(et(al,!2005)!
8p12! FGFR1( Kallmann!! 136350! (Dode,!C.(et(al,!2003)!
8p21.1! ESCO2( Roberts!Syndrome! 268300! (Vega,!H.(et(al,!2005)!
9q22! FOXE1! BamforthKLazarus! 602617! (Venza,!I.(et(al,!2011a)!
9q22.33! TGFBR1/2! LoeysKDietz!! 609192! (Loeys,!B.L.(et(al,!2005,!Vieira,!A.R.(et(al,!2005)!
9q22.32! PTCH1( Holoprosencephaly!/!GorlinKGoltz!(AD)! 109400! (Larsen,!A.K.(et(al,!2014)!!
10q26.13! FGFR2( Crouzon/Apert/Pfeiffer! 101200! (Wilkie,!A.O.(et(al,!1995)!




11q24.2! HYLS1( Hydrocephalus! 236680! (Mee,!L.(et(al,!2005)!
12q13.11! COL2A1( Stickler!Type!1! 609508! (Francomano,!C.A.(et(al,!1987)!
12q13.12! MLL2! Kabuki!(AD)! 147920! (Ng,!S.B.(et(al,!2010)!
13q33.1Kq34! TP73L( OFC9! 610361! (Carinci,!F.(et(al,!2007)!
14q22.2! BMP4( OFC11! 600625! (Castilla,!E.E.(et(al,!1995,!Suzuki,!S.(et(al,!2009)!
16q22.1! CDH1(( Familial!gastric!cancer!and!CL/P! 192090! (Frebourg,!T.(et(al,!2006)!





17q21! WNT3( TetraKamelia!CLP! 273395! (Niemann,!S.,!1993)!





17q31.1K24.2! KCNJ2! Andersen!(AD)! 170390! (Andelfinger,!G.(et(al,!2002)!
18p11.3! TGIF( Holoprosencephaly! 142946! (Gripp,!K.W.(et(al,!2000)!
19q13.2! SIX5( Branchiootorenal!type!2! 600757! (Rival,!J.M.(et(al,!2001,!Carinci,!F.(et(al,!2007)!
22q11deletion! TBX1! DiGeorge! 188400! (De!La!Chapelle,!A.(et(al,!1981,!KitsiouKTzeli,!S.(et(
al,!2004,!Vieira,!A.R.(et(al,!2005)!




Xp11.4! BCOR( Oculofaciocardiodental! 300166! (Ng,!D.(et(al,!2004)!
Xp22! MID1! Opitz!GBBB! 300000! (Quaderi,!N.A.(et(al,!1997)!
Xp22! OFD1! OroKfacialKdigital!T1! 311200! (Ferrante,!M.I.(et(al,!2001)!
Xq13.1! EFNB1( Craniofrontonasal!(XKChr)! 304110! (Twigg,!S.R.(et(al,!2004)!
Xq21.1! TBX22! CP+/K!ankyloglossia,!AbruzzoKErickson! 303400! (Braybrook,!C.(et(al,!2001)!







T.H.( et( al,! 2013).! They! arise! sporadically! and! have! low! penetrance,! with! modest!
recurrence! rates! (Dixon,!M.J.( et( al,! 2011).! The! evidence! that! NSCL/P! arise! due! to! a!
genetic!aetiology!comes!from!studying!the!relative!risk!amongst!family!members!and!
twin!studies!(Mossey,!P.A.(et(al,!2009).!Monozygotic!twins!have!a!25%T60%!increased!
occurrence! of! CL/P,! whilst! dizygotic! twins! have! a! rate! of! 3! T! 10%,! which! is!
approximately!the!same!as!the!sibling!risk!(Mitchell,!L.E.(et(al,!1992,!Christensen,!K.(et(
al,!1993).!!




susceptible! genes,! but! a! further! (environmental)! incident! may! also! be! necessary! to!
form!the!OFC.!
The! variability! in! the! presentation! of! NSCL/P! amongst! family! members,! lead! to! the!
hypothesis!that!genes!could!also!contribute!to!the!incidence!of!NSCL/P!(Cox,!T.,!2004).!
Linkage! analysis! studies! have! failed! to! identify! these,! however,! numerous! genetic!
precursors! have! been! proposed! through! GWAS! (Table! 2.3).! Although,! it! is! widely!
accepted! that! there!may! still! be!many!more,!which!are!as! yet,! undiscovered! (Beaty,!
T.H.(et(al,!2013).!!
GenomeTwide!association!analysis!of!caseTparent!trios!has!been!used!to!assign!genetic!




and! has! been! associated! with! Stargardt’s! disease,! which! is! an! autosomal! recessive!
retinal! degenerative! disease.! Abca4 expression! has! not! been! observed! in! mouse!
palatal!shelves!around!the!time!of!palatal!fusion!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2010),!however,!the!
peak!SNP!occurred!in!an!intron!of!ABCA4!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013).!The!intronic!region!








leucine! zipper! transcription! factor.! Either! side! of! it! are! numerous! binding! sites! for!
transcription!factors!known!to!play!a!role! in!palate!development!(including!MSX,(IRF,(
SOX( and( BACH! families)! (Dixon,! M.J.( et( al,! 2011).! In! the! mouse,! Mafb is! highly!
expressed!in!the!epithelium!during!palatal!fusion!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2010).! 
A! 640Tkb! noncoding! interval! at! 8q24! has! been! robustly! associated! with! NSCLP!
(Birnbaum,!S.(et(al,!2009,!Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2010,!Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013).!This!interval!
has!been!shown!to!contain!remote!cisTacting!enhancers!that!control!Myc!expression!in!
the! developing! face,! and! deletion! leads! to! misexpression! of! several! downstream!
genes,!which!results!in!mild!alteration!of!facial!morphology!and!sporadically!to!CL/P!in!
mice!(Uslu,!V.V.(et(al,!2014). !
A! subsequent! metaTanalysis! revealed! PAX7,( COL8A1/FILIP1L! and! NTN1! achieved!
genomeTwide!significance!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012,!Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013).!!
PAX7((paired!box!7)!is!a!member!of!the!paired!box!family!of!transcription!factors;!and!
they! control! epithelialTmesenchymal! transitions,! differentiation! and! proliferation!
(FrancisTWest,! P.H.( et( al,! 2003).! ! Inhibition! of! Pax7! protein! in! mice! prevented! the!





NTN1! is! thought! to! be! involved! in! axon! guidance! and! cell! migration! during!




THADA! (Thyroid! adenoma! associated)! is! likely! to! be! involved! in! the! death! receptor!

















In! addition,! ABCA4,( PAX7,( IRF6,( 8q24,( NTN1,( NOG,( and( MAFB! have! achieved!
subsequent!replication!in!further!population!samples!(Table!2.3).(Many!of!these!genes!



























rs7590268!( 2p21! THADA*! G!! 1.25x10T8!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012)!
1.49x10T3!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013)!


















rs6478391( 9q22.33! FOXE1! C!! 6.83x10T3!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013)!
rs7078160( 10q25! VAX1! C!! 1.92x10−8!(Mangold,!E.(et(al,!2010)!
3.96x10−11!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012)!
rs8001641( 13q31.1! SPRY2! A!! 2.62x10T10!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012)!
rs1873147( 15q22.2! TPM1! C!! 2.23x10T5!(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013)!
rs1880646( 17p13.1! NTN1(*! C!! 2.81x10−8!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012)!
rs227731( 17q22! NOG(*! C!! 1.07x10−8!(Mangold,!E.(et(al,!2010)!
1.78x10−8!(Ludwig,!K.U.(et(al,!2012)!















(Weinberg,! S.M.( et( al,! 2008a),! lip! pits/whorls! (Neiswanger,! K.( et( al,! 2009)! and!
increased!upper!facial!width!(Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2009,!Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2008b)!
have! been! observed! amongst! unaffected! family! members.! However,! no! universal!
classification!system!exists!which!accurately!records!subclinical!phenotypes!(Mcbride,!
W.A.(et(al,!2016).!
There!has!been!some! interest! in!assessing!the!underlying!musculature!of! the! lips! for!
defects.!A!histological!study!of!a!cadaver!with!a!unilateral!CLP!demonstrated!chaotic!
orbicularis!oris!muscle! fibres,!with! indistinguishable!muscle! layers! (Kernahan,!D.A.( et(
al,! 1984).!Ultrasonography!has!been! suggested!at! a! tool! for!nonTinvasively! assessing!
the!orbicularis!oris!muscle!for!defects!(Rogers,!C.R.(et(al,!2009).!Discontinuities!of!the!
orbicularis! oris! muscle! have! been! observed! amongst! 10.3%! of! unaffected! family!
members! of! CL/P,! compared! with! 5.8%! of! controls,! giving! an! odds! ratio! of! 1.74!
(P < 0.01)! (Klotz,!C.M.( et(al,! 2010).!As!a! result!of! this,! some!authors!have!postulated!







An! increased! upper! facial! width,! including! an! increased! mouth! width! has! been!
suggested!to!contribute!to!craniofacial!shape!differences!of!unaffected!relatives!(Yoon,!
Y.J.( et( al,! 2004,! Weinberg,! S.M.( et( al,! 2008b).! In! addition,! authors! have! suggested!
different!risk!features!amongst!mothers!and!fathers!(Yoon,!Y.J.(et(al,!2004,!Weinberg,!
S.M.(et(al,!2009).!Mothers!of!unaffected!relatives!have!demonstrated!increased!upper!
facial! width! (Weinberg,! S.M.( et( al,! 2009),! whilst! males! had! increased! cranial! base!
width,!increased!lower!facial!height!and!decreased!upper!facial!height!compared!with!










1.34! (95%CI:1.25T1.44).! Another! study! proposed! an! interaction! between! maternal!
smoking!and!genes!GRID2!and!ELAVL2;!however,!it!failed!to!gain!statistical!significance!
(Beaty,!T.H.(et(al,!2013).!This!may!actually!be!underestimated!if!one!considers!the!risk!




is! often! cohort! or! caseTcontrol! studies,!which! could! not! account! for! confounders.! It!
would!be!unethical!to!perform!a!randomised!control!trial!to!test!these!hypotheses.!!
Folic! acid! deficiency! has! been! previously! implicated! with! neural! birth! defects,! and!
many! authors! have! postulated! its! role! in! cleft! aetiology,! however,! there! is! still!





























The! reported! incidence! of! FAS! varies! worldwide.! This! could! be! attributed! to! the!
difficulty! in! diagnosing! FAS! due! to! the! variable! expressivity! of! the! disorder,! or! the!
varying! levels!of!alcohol!consumption!amongst!different!population!groups.! It! is!also!









The! aetiology! of! FAS! is! thought! to! be! multifactorial;! encompassing! a! genetic!
predisposition! (Ahlgren,! S.C.( et( al,! 2002)! as! well! as! maternal! alcohol! consumption!
(although! the! levels! of! alcohol! required! to! cause! damage! is! largely! unknown).! The!
current!guidelines!for!the!safe!consumption!of!alcohol!during!pregnancy!suggest!that!
alcohol!should!be!avoided!altogether!(Officer,!C.M.,!2015).!
A! recent! study! (Suttie,! M.( et( al,! 2013)! of! 3D! scans! of! unaffected! and! affected!
individuals!from!South!Africa,!attempted!to!group!individuals!who!were!known!to!have!
been!heavily!exposed!to!alcohol!prenatally,!but!did!not!show!the!characteristic!facial!
phenotype.! Dense! surface! modelling! techniques! and! signature! analyses! were!
employed! to! determine! agreement! between! clinical! categorisation! and! the!
classifications! induced! from! the! face! shape! alone,! to! visualise! facial! differences! and!
consider! predictive! links.! They! concluded! that! alcohol! consumption! might! also!








two! possible! alleles.! During! the! process! of! sexual! reproduction,! each! gamete!
(egg/sperm)!will!contain!either!one!of! two!possible!alleles.!For!example,!a! (recessive!
allele)! or!A! (dominant! allele),! if! both!parents! contain! combinations! aA,! this! can! give!
rise! to! four! possible! patterns:! 25%! aa,! 50%! aA! or! 25%! AA.! Therefore,! if! A! is! the!
dominant! trait,! there! is! a!25%!chance! that! the!offspring!won’t!display! the! trait! (and!
also!won’t!pass!on!the!trait),!and!a!75%!chance!that!the!trait!will!be!expressed.!!
Mendelian!inheritance!models!suggest!that!one!gene!affects!one!feature,!and!in!many!




It! is! well! recognised! that! the! human! face! is! highly! heritable;! twin! studies! have!
demonstrated!that!nearly!80%!of!facial!features!are!genetically!inherited!(Liu,!F.(et(al,!
2012a,!Peng,!S.(et(al,!2013),!the!rest!is!thought!to!be!down!to!environmental!incidents.!
Numerous! genes! and! gene! pathways! have! been! identified! as! critical! for! craniofacial!
development.!However,! little! is! known!as! to!which! genes! affect! facial! variation.! The!
genetic! effects! of! facial! variation! has! mainly! arisen! from! studies! of! congenital!
abnormalities!or! syndromes,!but!more! recently! genomeTwide!association! techniques!
have!made!successful!associations.!!
2.4.2%Gene%association%study%designs%
Linkage! analysis! (LA)! and! genome! wide! association! study! (GWAS)! are! the! two!
analytical!methods!for!mapping!genes!against!human!traits.!Linkage!study!designs!are!
limited!to!assessing!phenotypes!amongst!pedigree!families,!and!have!therefore!been!
useful! in! identifying! genes! associated! with! syndromes.! GWAS! methods! search! the!







GWAS!usually! follow!the! format!of!caseTcontrol! studies,!whereby!participants'!entire!
genomes!are! scanned! for!markers!of! genetic! variation,!without!any!prior! knowledge!
about! the! location!of!potential! susceptible!alleles.!Using! this!method,!GWAS!aims! to!
identify!genetic!associations!with!observable!traits.! If!the!genetic!variations!are!more!
frequent! in! the! “cases”,! it! can! be! concluded! that! they! are! "associated"! with! the!






polymorphisms! (SNPs)! that! are! inherited! together.! SNPs! can! be! used! as!markers! to!





associated!with! health! and! disease! states.! For! instance,! if! a! haplotype! is! associated!
with!a!certain!disease,!then!it!is!leads!one!to!examine!stretches!of!DNA!near!the!SNP!
cluster!to!try!to!identify!the!gene!or!genes!responsible!for!causing!the!disease.!!














Most! genetic! variations! are! associated! with! the! geographical! and! historical!
populations!in!which!the!mutations!first!arose.!This!ability!of!SNPs!to!tag!surrounding!
blocks! of! ancient! DNA! (haplotypes)! underlies! the! rationale! for! GWAS.! However,! in!
order! to! control! for! population! stratification,! studies! must! take! account! of! the!
geographical!and!racial!background!of!participants.!!
GWAS!has!allowed!researchers!to!sample!500,000!or!more!SNPs!from!each!subject!in!a!
study,! capturing! variation!uniformly! across! the! genome.! To!date,! these! studies!have!
identified! risk! and! protective! factors! for! asthma,! cancer,! diabetes,! heart! disease,!
mental! illness!and!other!human!differences! (Bush,!W.S.(et(al,!2012,!Grant,!S.F.(et(al,!
2009).!GWAS!test!the!common!disease/common!variant!hypothesis,!whereby!common!
diseases! have! multiple! susceptibility! alleles,! each! with! small! effect! sizes! (typically!






Many! syndromes! have! characteristic! facial! features,! and! often! a! clinical! diagnosis! is!




Feature! Syndrome! Gene!! Locus!
Narrow!philtrum! Premature!ageing!syndrome! PDGFRB( 5q32!


















Thin!vermilion! Mandibulofacial!dysostosis!! EFTUD2( 17q21.31!
%
2.5.1%Candidate%SNP%studies%and%facial%morphology%
Research! attempts! have! been! made! to! determine! how! common! NSCL/P! SNPs! may!
affect!normal!facial!morphology!(Boehringer,!S.(et(al,!2011,!Liu,!F.(et(al,!2012b,!Peng,!S.(
et(al,!2013,!Miller,!S.F.(et(al,!2014a).!Study!designs! involve!assessing!for!variations! in!
morphological! features! between! case! and! controls,! and! the!methods! have! involved!
landmarking!regions!of! the!face,!and!subsequent!analysis!of!distances,!or!PCA.!Using!
this!methodology,!the!majority!of!successes!so!far!have! involved!regions!attributable!




















































































































































































Lip! formation! takes! place! during! the! early! stages! of! embryonic! development! and! is!
tightly! regulated! by! complex! signalling! factors.! Genetic! variations! or! environmental!
injuries!can!affect!the!normal!development!of!the!lip.!!
It!has!been!hypothesised!that!NSCL/P!would!best!fit!an!oligogenic!model,!where!one!or!
a! few! major! genes! are! influenced! by! a! small! number! of! environmental! modifiers!
(Marazita,! M.L.( et( al,! 1986,! Farrall,! M.( et( al,! 1992,! Fitzpatrick,! D.( et( al,! 1993).! In!
addition,! a! threshold! model! has! also! been! hypothesised! (Sivertsen,! A.( et( al,! 2008,!
Grosen,! D.( et( al,! 2010b),! whereby! a! certain! combination! of! genes! or! a! particular!
environmental!injury!needs!to!occur,!to!tip!the!balance!towards!an!OFC!occurring.!!
There! is! a! suggestion! that! disease! NSCL/P! genetic! alleles! may! also! modulate! the!
phenotypes! of! unaffected! carriers,!within! a! range! of! normal! variation.! Subtle! shape!
alteration! patterns! may! help! to! screen! carriers! of! disease! alleles! and! therefore!











The! literature! review! has! highlighted! that! there! is! much! variation! in! individual! lip!
morphology.!However,!the!current!methods!of!analysing!lip!phenotypes!are!limited!to!
landmarking!methods,!or!characterising!a!few!shapes.!
Whilst! it! is! evident! that! the! lips! are! under! strong! genetic! control,! little! has! been!
discovered!as!to!how!these!genes!affect!normal!variation!of!the!lip!phenotypes.!
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• Assess! the! reproducibility! of! the! classification! system! with! other! acquisition!
methods!
• Perform!a!genomeTwide!association!study!(GWAS)!of!lip!phenotypes!!
• Assess! for! associations! of! nonTsyndromic! cleft! lip/palate! (NSCL/P)! single!
nucleotide!polymorphs!(SNPs)!to!lip!phenotypes!







Chapter( 4:" Development! of! a" robust! lip#
classification*scale%!
4.1%Introduction%















90’s.! ALSPAC! recruited!more! than! 14,000! pregnant!women!with! estimated! dates! of!
delivery! between! April! 1991! and! December! 1992.! The! vast! majority! of! mothers!
(94.7%)!and!fathers!(94.1%)!reported!themselves!to!be!of!white!ethnicity.!Less!than!1%!
were! of! black! (Caribbean/African/other)! origin! and! less! than! 1%! of! Asian!
(Indian/Pakistani/Bangladeshi/Chinese)! origin! (Boyd,! A.( et( al,! 2013).! The! rest! were!
either!missing!or!other.!!
The!demographic!profile!of! the!ALSPAC! sample!has!an!underTrepresentation!of!nonT
White! minority! ethnic! groups! compared! with! the! national! population.! This! may!







The! initial! sample! consisted! of! 14,541! pregnancies,! this! is! the! number! of!
pregnancies! for! which! the! mother! enrolled! in! the! ALSPAC! study! and! had! either!
returned! at! least! one! questionnaire! or! attended! a! "Children! in! Focus"! clinic! by!
19/07/99.!Out!of!the!initial!14,541!pregnancies,!all!but!69!had!known!birth!outcomes.!
Of!these!14,472!pregnancies,!195!were!twins,!3!were!triplets!and!1!was!a!quadruplet!
pregnancy,! resulting! in! 14,676! foetuses! within! the! initial! ALSPAC! sample.! Of! these,!
14,676! foetuses,! 14,062!were! live! births! and! 13,988!were! still! living! after! one! year.!




result,! when! considering! variables! collected! from! the! age! of! seven! onwards! (and!
potentially!abstracted!from!obstetric!notes),!the!data!available!was!for!more!than!the!
14,541! pregnancies! mentioned! above.! The! number! of! new! pregnancies! not! in! the!
initial! sample! that! are! currently! represented! on! the! built! files! is! 542,! of! which,! 6!
produced! twins,!meaning! that! the! number! of! additional! children!was! 548.! The! total!
sample!size!for!analyses!using!child!based!questionnaire!data!collected!after!age!seven!
was! therefore!15,224,! of!which!14,610!were! live!births! and!14,535!were! living! after!
one!year.!!















Four! thousand! seven! hundred! and! fortyTseven! children! (2,514! females! and! 2,233!
males)! had! 3D! scanned! images! taken.! Of! these,! there! were! 16! twin! pairs! and! no!
triplets! or! quads.! Around! 10%! of! the! subjects! are! related! between! 1st! cousin! and!
sibling.!!











Ethics! Committee! (UBHT):! 06/Q2006/53! Avon! Longitudinal! Study! of! Parents! and!






resolution! Konica! Minolta! Vivid! VI900®! cameras,! with! a! reported! manufacturing!
accuracy!of!0.1mm.!The!details!of!capture!are!widely!published!(Kau,!C.H.(et(al,!2005b,!
Kau,!C.H.(et(al,!2008)!!
First,! the! images! were! cleaned! automatically! in! a! process! that! removed! large!




The! raw! images! had! a! semiTrough! texture! due! to! the! irregularity! of! the! surface!
contours!and!background!noise!(reflection!of!light!off!the!surfaces!of!the!subject).!The!






The! 3D! facial! shells! were! then! imported! to! Rapidform®! 2006! software! (INUS!
Technology! Inc.! Seoul,! South! Korea)! and! subsequently! six! images! were! exported! in!
JPEG! format;! frontal,! left! and! right! side! profiles,! left! and! right! threeTquarters! and!
submentovertex! (SMV)! view! (Figure! 4.2).! This! ensured! the! images!were! viewed! in! a!
standardised!format,!magnification!and!orientation. Images!were!viewed!in!greyscale!




The! scale! was! initially! constructed! from! lip! characterisation! methods! previously!





A! sample!of! twenty! randomly! selected! subjects! (Figure!4.3)!was! initially! assessed,! in!
order! to! identify! lip! phenotypes! according! to! this! rudimentary! scale! It! soon!became!
apparent! that! there! were! additional! features! present! that! had! not! been! previously!
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The! sample!was! increased! to! a! hundred! random! images,! in! order! to! increase! the!
number!of!possible!variations!within!the!population!sample!(2%!of!the!population).!
An! assessment! of! skeletal! pattern! was! also! included! in! the! scale,! to! rule! out! the!
possibility!that!some!of!the!traits!may!arise!as!a!result!of!variations!in!the!position!of!
maxillary! bases.! As! all! the! images! had! been! aligned! to! natural! head! position,! an!
imaginary!vertical!line!was!drawn!from!nasion!to!zero!meridian,!and!an!assessment!of!
the!position!of!the!upper!lip!and!lower!lip!to!this!line!was!used!to!determine!whether!
the! individual! was! skeletal! I! (average),! II! (mandible! reduced)! or! III! (mandible!
prognathic).!
In!order!to!improve!interTexaminer!reliability,!vermilion!fullness!could!be!judged!with!
the! addition! of! an! imaginary! line! from! the! tip! of! the! nose! to! soft! tissues! pogonion!
(Rickett’s! ETline)! (Ricketts,! R.M.,! 1968).! A! judgement! could! then! be! made! on! the!
relative!protrusion!of!the!lips!relative!to!this!line,!with!thin!lips!sitting!behind!the!line,!
and! thick! lips! sitting! in! front! of! the! line.! The! draw! back! to! this! technique! is! that! a!
prominent!nasal!tip!or!pogonion!are!likely!to!affect!the!relative!position!of!the!lips.!
The! scale! was! further! refined,! until! a! comprehensive! reliable! scale! was! produced!
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score! for! each! feature! would! be! required! from! each! examiner.! Kappa! agreement!
scoring!was!not!possible!with! this! data,! as! it!was!not!normally! distributed! (i.e.! each!
category!was!not!equally!chanced,!as!some!features!were!much!rarer!than!others).!
Chi<squared! tests!were! performed! to! test! the! distribution! of! the! data! between! two!
independent!features!(Table!4.5).!A!statistically!significant!p<value!indicated!that!there!








4.3),! and! percentage! agreements! were! recorded.! Intra<examiner! reliability! was!
performed! by! myself,! two! weeks! apart.! Inter<examiner! reliability! was! performed!
between! three! different! examiners.! The! first! examiner! was! involved! with! the!
development! of! the! classification! system,! whereas! the! second! and! third! examiners!
were!taught!how!to!apply!the!system.!!
Inter<examiner! reliability!with! the! first! examiner! showed! a! good! level! of! agreement!
(>70%)!on!many! features;!however,! lower! lip! fullness,! contour!and!groove/drop,! lip<
chin!shape!and!lower!lip!tone!agreement!were!poor!(<50%).!This!could!be!as!the!first!
examiner!was! involved! in! the! development! of! the! scale,!which!was! adapted! several!
times! during! refinement.! Lower! lip! vermilion! contour! (48%)! showed!particularly! low!
reliability;! however,! if! the! scale!was!dichotomised! to!0<2!and!3<5,! the! reliability!was!


















Philtrum!Shape! 90! 0.88! 65! 85! 80!
Philtrum!Width! 69! 0.47! 68! 95! 80!
Cupid’s!bow!shape! 81! 0.66! 73! 88! 84!
Nasolabial!angle! 88! 0.80! 73! 93! 88!
Upper!Lip!
Vermilion!fullness! 79! 0.67! 60! 80! 78!
Contour! 86! 0.76! 55! 85! 80!
Vermilion!border! 86! 0.54! 83! 83! 84!
Double!border! 83! 0.60! 98! 93! 98!
Vermilion!brim! 90! 0.77! 90! 93! 86!
Vermilion!groove/drop! 98! 0.96! 79! 85! 83!
Lower!lip!
Vermilion!fullness! 88! 0.78! 40! 85! 80!
Contour! 90! 0.66! 48! 70! 75!
Vermilion!border! 86! 0.72! 80! 80! 87!
Double!border! 100! 1.00! 80! 100! 100!
Vermilion!brim! 93! 0.81! 65! 75! 93!
Vermilion!groove/bump! 74! 0.57! 48! 85! 78!
Commissures! 95! 0.90! 60! 83! 82!
SubFlip!
Lip<chin!shape! 70! 0.67! 45! 73! 76!
Mentolabial!fold! 88! 0.71! 78! 85! 78!
Lower!lip!tone! 79! 0.69! 43! 83! 78!
!
There!was! generally! good! intra<examiner! reliability;! percentage!agreement!was!over!
70%! of! traits,!with! the! exception! of! philtrum!width! (68%)! and! lip<chin! shape! (70%).!
Cohen's! kappa! coefficient! was! also! performed,! as! it! is! generally! considered! to! be! a!
more!robust!measure!than!simple!percent!agreement!calculation,!as!kappa!takes!into!
account!the!possibility!of!the!agreement!occurring!by!chance.!Kappa!scores!over!0.81!












the! philtrum! ridges,! and!measure! the! distance! (objective!method),! however,! this! is!
also! problematic,! as! small! measurements! in! this! region! are! inherently! unreliable!
(Hennekam,! R.C.( et( al,! 2009).! Selecting! a! landmark! to! measure! from! can! also! be!
problematic,!as!philtral!ridges!don’t!always!run!parallel.!I.e.!if!measurements!are!taken!
near! subnasale! in! an! individual!with!divergent!philtral! ridges,! it!would!give! the! false!
impression!that!the!individual!had!a!narrow!philtrum.!






4,747! of! the! 5,253! subjects! were! categorised! according! to! the! classification! scale!








Feature& Classification! All! Males! Females! P4value!
N! %! N! %! N! %! !
Philtrum&Shape& Smooth! 315! 7! 133! 6! 182! 7! <0.0005!
Normal!gradient( 674( 14( 260( 12( 414( 16*(
Indentation!near!nose( 333( 7! 117( 5! 216( 9*(
Indentation!in!middle( 1991( 42( 923( 41( 1068( 42(
Indentation!near!VB( 883( 19( 535( 24*( 348( 14(
Deep!indentation( 291( 6! 140( 6! 151( 6!
Deep!into!VB( 260( 5! 125( 6! 135( 5!
Philtrum&Width& Narrow! 542! 11! 180! 8! 362! 14*! <0.0005!
Average( 3266( 69( 1482( 66( 1784( 71*(
Wide( 939( 20( 571( 26*( 368( 15(
Cupid's&Bow& Flat! 329! 7! 127! 6! 202! 8*! <0.0005!
U!4!Shaped( 2539( 53( 1292( 58*( 1247( 50(
V!4!Shaped( 1879( 40( 814( 36( 1065( 42*(
Nasolabial&Angle& Acute! 732! 15! 332! 15! 400! 16! <0.0005!
Normal( 3058( 65( 1377( 62( 1681( 67(
Obtuse( 957( 20( 524( 23*( 433( 17(
Upper&lip&
Fullness& Thin! 459! 10! 164! 7! 295! 12*! <0.0005!
Medium( 3142( 66( 1427( 64! 1715( 68(
Thick( 1146( 24( 642( 29*! 504( 20(
Contour& Concave! 2371! 50! 1003! 45! 1368! 54*! <0.0005!
Straight( 1636( 35( 835( 37( 801( 32(
Convex( 350( 7! 208( 9! 142( 6!
Pseudo4convex( 390( 8! 187( 8! 203( 8!
Border& None! 511! 11! 259! 12! 252! 10! 0.001!
Middle!only( 1640( 34( 712( 32( 928( 37*(
Full!border( 2596( 55( 1262( 56( 1334( 53(
Double&Border& None! 4482! 94! 2090! 94! 2392! 95*! 0.020!
Present( 265( 6! 143( 6! 122( 5!
Brim& None! 3256! 69! 1571! 70! 1685! 67! 0.014!
Brim( 1491( 31( 662( 30( 829( 33*(
Drop& None! 1925! 41! 943! 42! 982! 39! 0.143!
Midline!drop( 2822( 59( 1290( 58( 1532( 61(
Groove& None! 3598! 76! 1703! 76! 1895! 75! 0.476!
Groove( 1149( 24( 530( 24( 619( 25(
Lower&lip&
Fullness& Thin! 397! 8! 196! 9! 201! 8! 0.388!
Medium( 2947( 62( 1365( 61! 1582( 63(
Thick( 1403( 30( 672! 30( 731( 29(
Contour& Narrow!at!midline! 1037! 22! 565! 25*! 472! 19! <0.0005!
Straight( 317( 7! 170( 8! 147( 6!
Gentle!Curve( 2374( 50( 1031( 46( 1343( 53*(
Curved( 1019( 21( 467( 21( 552( 22(
Border& None! 192! 4! 77! 3! 115! 5! 0.141!
Middle( 1499( 32( 706( 32( 793( 31(
Full( 3056( 64( 1450( 65( 1606( 64(
Double&Border& None! 2659! 56! 1293! 58! 1366! 54! 0.013!
Present( 2088( 44( 940( 42( 1148( 46*(
Brim& None! 2295! 48! 1129! 51! 1166! 46! 0.004!
Present( 2452( 52( 1104( 49( 1348( 54*(
Groove& None! 4108! 87! 1880! 84! 2228! 89! <0.0005!
Groove( 639( 13( 353( 16*( 286( 11(
Bump& None! 3717! 78! 1796! 80! 1921! 76! 0.001!
Bump( 1030( 22( 437( 20( 593( 24*(
Commissure& Upturned! 495! 10! 194! 9! 301! 12*! <0.0005!
Flat( 1734( 37( 725( 32( 1009( 40(
Downturned( 2518( 53( 1314( 59*( 1204( 48(
SubGlip&
Lip&G&Chin&Shape& Flat! 194! 4! 94! 4! 100! 4! <0.0005!
Convex( 1755! 37( 745( 33( 1010( 40*(
Angular( 1841( 39( 917( 41*( 924( 37(
Angular!with!pronounced!vermilion! 560( 12( 315( 14*( 245( 10(
Angular!with!bump( 397( 8! 162( 7! 235( 9!
Mentolabial&Fold& None! 2665! 56! 1222! 55! 1443! 57! 0.064!
Present( 2082( 44( 1011( 45( 1071( 43(
Chin&Dimple& None! 3684! 78! 1664! 75! 2020! 80! <0.0005!
Present( 1063( 22( 569( 25*( 494( 20(
Tone& None! 358! 7! 147! 7! 211! 8! <0.0005!
Slight!convex( 635( 13( 254( 11( 381( 15(
Square!shaped!convex( 1688( 36( 773( 35( 915( 36(
Deep!convex( 1609( 34( 891( 40*( 718( 29(
Bilateral!bumping( 457( 10( 168( 7! 289( 12*(
Tone&G&Up& None! 793! 17! 314! 14! 479! 19*! <0.0005!
Slight!with!bump( 620( 13( 277( 12( 343( 14!
Square!shaped!convex( 1370( 29( 634( 28( 736( 29(
Deep!convex( 1546( 33( 853( 38*( 693( 28(
Bilateral!bumping( 418( 9! 155( 7! 263( 10(
Skeletal&Pattern& Skeletal!I! 1207! 25! 407! 18! 800! 32*! <0.0005!
Skeletal!II( 3031! 64( 1621( 73*( 1410( 56(







Some!lip!phenotypes!occurred! infrequently! (<7%).!The! less!common!philtrum!shapes!
were!smooth!(0),! indentation!near!the!nose!(2)!and!deep!crossing! into!the!vermilion!
border! (6).! A! flat! Cupid's! bow! shape! (0),! double! upper! lip! vermilion! border! (1),! and!
convex!vermilion!contour!(2)!were!all!rare!features!of!the!upper!lip.!Atypical!features!
of!the! lower! lip!vermilion!were!absent!raised!vermilion!border!(0),! flat! lip<chin!shape!







Females! had! a! relative! higher! prevalence! of! indentation! near! the! nose,! narrow!
philtrum,! and!V<shaped!or! flat! Cupid’s! bow! shapes,! curved! lower! lips!with! a! double!
border!and!lower!lip!drop,!whilst!males!had!a!relative!higher!prevalence!of!indentation!
near! the! vermilion!border,!wide!philtrum!and!obtuse!nasolabial! angles,! downturned!
commissures,! a! lower! lip! contour! that! narrows! at! the!midline,! a! lower! lip! groove,! a!
more!defined!lower!lip!tone!and!chin!dimple!(Figure!4.5).!!
Five! features! did! not! show! any! sex! predilection! (upper! lip! groove/drop,! lower! lip!
border! and! fullness! and! mentolabial! fold).! Almost! three<quarters! of! the! male!
population! and! half! of! the! female! population! had! skeletal! II! patterns.! A! higher!
prevalence! of! skeletal! I! and! III! patterns! were! observed! amongst! females! compared!
with!males.!
4.3.5!Morphological!association!
Most! lip! phenotypes! appeared! associated!with! other! traits! (Table! 4.5);! in! particular,!





Morphological! associations! between! sexes! also! varied! (Table! 4.6),! with! females!
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! Philtrum! Upper!lip! Lower!lip! Com! Sub4lip!
Philtrum!Shape! Width! CB! NLA! F! Contour! Border! DB! Br! D! G! F! Contour! Border! DB! Br! D! G! Lip4chin!
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CD! Mf! Tone! Tone4up!!
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Residual! scores! of! lip! phenotypes! indicated! that! there! were! many! common!








increased!angular! features,!such!as!a!V<shaped!Cupid’s!bow,! full!upper!and! lower! lip!




















A! narrow! lower! lip! contour! (Figure! 4.8)!was! not! found! to! be! associated!with! any!






There!was!association!between! lip<chin!shape!and! lower! lip! tone;!skeletal! II!patterns!







Considerable! variation! in! normal! lip! morphology! has! been! previously! reported! and!
described!(Tables!1.3!and!1.4);!this!study!has!identified!a!variety!of!new!morphological!
features,! which! have! not! been! previously! acknowledged! (Figure! 4.4! and! Table! 4.2).!
These!traits!are!not!amenable!to!classification!by!landmarking!or!measurement,!but!by!
anatomical! shapes! and! surface! topography! using! a! visual/numerical! scale.! The! scale!
shows!a!high! level!of!reliability!with!most!of!the!features! in!terms!of! intra!and! inter<
examiner!error.!Inter<examiner!reliability!between!the!second!and!third!examiners!was!
much!better,!as!this!scale!was!taught!to!them,!and!therefore!there!appeared!to!be!less!
contention! whilst! classifying! the! features.! Simplifying! the! scale,! by! reducing! the!
number!of!categories,!could!increase!reliability!and!reproducibility!of!the!scale.!
The! study! presents! the! prevalence! of! lip! phenotypes! amongst! 4,747! 15<year<old!
individuals.! There! have! been! many! previous! epidemiological! studies! that! have!
presented!average!measurements!of! facial! phenotypes! (Table!1.3).! There!have!been!
fewer!studies!that!have!categorised!characteristic!features!of!the!lips,!those!that!have!
been!undertaken,!have!been!done!on!small!population!groups!(Table!1.4).!!
Comparisons! can!be!drawn!with! regards! to! five!of! the! characteristic! features,!which!
are! comparable! to! phenotypes! that! have! been! previously! described,! although! the!





shape! is! a! rare!phenotype!within! the!population.! It! had!a!prevalence!of! 7%!with!no!
apparent!sex!dimorphism!within!this!population,!previous!studies!have!suggested!that!
prevalence!varies!from!4.8%!<!13%!(Astley,!S.J.(et(al,!1996,!Mori,!A.(et(al,!2005).!!
The! philtrum! shape! identified! in! this! classification! scale! (Figure! 4.4)! as! “indentation!
near!the!vermilion!border”!has!a!similar!appearance!to!a!previously!described!“convex!








Feature& Definition! Sample!! Prevalence! Reference!
Philtrum&shape&
&















Thin& ! 4,747! 10%;!(F>M)! ALSPAC!
84!! 6%!(Likert!5)! (Astley,!S.J.(et(al,!1996,!Carey,!J.C.(et(al,!2009)!














































Skeletal&I& Caucasian! 25%! ALSPAC!
European! 40%! (Foster,!T.D.(et(al,!1974)!
Skeletal&II& Caucasian! 64%! ALSPAC!
European! 59%! (Foster,!T.D.(et(al,!1974)!








–!Table!1.3)!and! subjective!measurements! (Table!1.4).!This! study!demonstrated! that!
thin! and! thick! lips! occur! in! 10%! and! 24%! of! the! population,! respectively.! This! is!
comparable! to! previous! research! (Table! 4.8)(Astley,! S.J.( et( al,! 1996).! The! study! also!
supports! the! claim! that! males! have! thicker! upper! lips! in! comparison! to! females!
(Farkas,!L.G.(et(al,!1984,!Mamandras,!A.H.,!1988,!Arnett,!G.W.(et(al,!1999,!Kamak,!H.(et(






of! 89! individuals,! the! flattened! chin! contour!was! described,! but! not! observed! at! all,!
however,!in!this!sample!of!4,747!it!was!observed!in!4%!of!individuals.!It!may!not!have!
been!observed!previously!as!it!is!a!rare!trait,!and!the!sample!size!was!too!small.!Deep!
and! curved!and!deep!and!angulated! lip! chin! shapes! are! comparable! to! the!previous!
study,! with! the! same! sex! distribution,! with! females! having! increased! prevalence! of!
deep! and! curved,! and!males! having! an! increased! prevalence! of! angulated! convexity!
(Table!4.8).!
4.4.4!Chin!dimple!
A! population! study! of! the! prevalence! of! a! variety! of! facial! morphological! features!
demonstrated! that! there!was!a!difference! in! the!prevalence!of! chin!dimple!amongst!
different! European! populations.! Chin! dimple! was! present! in! 22%! of! the! ALSPAC!
population,!this!is!comparable!to!German!(18%)!and!Italian!(20%)!populations.!!
4.4.5!Skeletal!pattern!
The!majority!of!epidemiological! studies!assessing! the!prevalence!of! skeletal!patterns!
are!based!on!measurements! taken! from! lateral! cephalograms,! in! this! study,! skeletal!
pattern!was!categorised!according!to!the!relative!position!of!the!upper!lip!to!the!chin,!
whilst! the! head! is! orientated! in! natural! head! position.! Previous! research! has!








as! such;! there! is! a! scarcity! of! research! highlighting! sex! differences.! However,! one!
cephalometric! study! (comparing! ANB! values)! suggested! that! sex! dimorphism! does!
exist! during! adolescence,!with! females!exhibiting! skeletal! III! patterns!prior! to!males,!
due!to!delayed!pubertal!growth!spurts!in!males!(Baccetti,!T.!et!al,!2005).!Studies!have!
also! demonstrated! soft! tissue! thickness! variations! amongst! males! and! females! at!
different!ages,!with!females!tending!to!have!increased!soft!tissue!thickness!around!the!
chin!region!at!age!15years!(Wilkinson,!C.M.,!2002,!Utsuno,!H.(et(al,!2010a).!






This! study! has! demonstrated! that! most! lip! phenotypes! were! associated! with! other!
phenotypes! of! the! lip! region! (Tables! 4.5! &! 4.7).! It! has! identified! many! more!
associations!than!the!previously!suggested!associations,!which!were!based!on!expert!
opinion!(Table!1.5).!!
Many! lip! phenotype! variations! were! also! observed! with! varying! skeletal! patterns!
(Table! 4.7).! Individuals!with! a! skeletal! III! were!more! associated!with! thin! upper! lips!
(P<0.0005)!and!thick!lower!lips!(P<0.0005),!and!the!opposite!was!true!with!skeletal! II!
patterns.!A!significant!difference!in!soft!tissue!thickness!of!the!lips!has!been!previously!










variations! in! lip! thickness! amongst! different! skeletal! patterns! (Utsuno,! H.( et( al,!
2010b,!Pithon,!M.M.(et(al,!2014).!
In! addition,! many! of! these! associations! exist! between! features! that! may! not! be!
expected,!for!example!V<shaped!Cupid’s!bow!and!lower!lip!double!border.!!
The!only!lip!phenotypes!that!appear!independent!of!most!of!the!other!lip!phenotypes!
are! chin! dimple! and! mentolabial! fold.! A! mentolabial! fold! was! only! observed! in!
association!with!a!concave!lip<chin!shape,!angular!tone!and!skeletal!II!patterns.!A!deep!
















is! considerable! lip! variation! in! a! population! of! 15! year! olds.! Some! rare! phenotypes!
have!been!reported!that!have!not!been!described!previously.!!
Most!of!the!lip!phenotypes!appear!to!be!associated!with!other!lip!phenotypes!(Table!
4.5),! with! the! exception! of! mentolabial! fold! and! chin! dimple.! Morphological!
associations! between! sexes! also! vary! (Table! 4.6),! with! females! having! strong!
associations!with!features!of!the!philtrum!and!upper!lip.!Males!have!more!association!
with!lower!lip!contour!and!Cupid’s!bow!compared!with!females.!
The! study! also! demonstrated! that! there! is! sex! dimorphism.! Males! generally! have!
angular!lower!lip!phenotypes!and!wide!philtrum,!whilst!females!have!narrow!philtrum!









Chapter( 5:" Using& the$ lip# scale& for& different&
acquisition*systems!
5.1!Introduction!
Whilst! the! robustness! of! the! lip! scale! provides! a! good! foundation! to! explore!
phenotype/genotype!associations!in!populations!with!3D!laser!scanned!images,!many!
of! the! population! studies! use! different! acquisition! systems,! in! particular! 3dMD!
stereophotogrammetry.!The!technical!aspects!of!both!acquisition!methods!have!been!
described!previously!(Chapter!1,!Figure!1.8).!In!addition,!GWAS!methodologies!require!
large! population! samples! to! ensure! adequate! statistical! power! to! achieve!
phenotype/genotype!associations.!
Essentially,!the!two!most!useful!modes!for!facial!observations!are!those!representing!
facial! surface,! with! and! without! texture.! Images! viewed! with! the! ALSPAC! dataset!
incorporated!the!‘shaded’!mode!(grey)!to!derive!the!classification!scale!(Figure!4.4),!as!




















• Assess! the! reproducibility! of! the! classification! system! with! other! acquisition!
methods!
5.2!Methodology!
This! exploratory! study! was! performed! in! the! Department! of! Orthodontics! at! the!
University!Dental!Hospital!in!Cardiff,!UK.!Written!invitations!were!sent!through!emails!
to! all! dental! students! (undergraduate! and! postgraduate),! clinical! staff! (nurses! and!
dentists)!and!research!staff!members!of!the!Department.!!
5.2.1!Ethical!approval!
Participants! were! informed! of! the! study! objectives,! data! protection! protocol,! and!
signed!consent!forms.!The!Ethical!Committee!of!the!Dental!School!approved!the!study.!!
5.2.2!The!sample!
The! intention! was! to! include! as! many! individuals! as! possible! in! order! to! provide! a!
population!with! a!wide! range! of! normal! lip! phenotypes.! The! study! protocol! did! not!
assume! any! strict! inclusion! criteria! regarding! age,! ethnicity,! facial! morphology,! or!
health! status.! However,! the! following! exclusion! criteria! were! set:! obvious! lip!








face!dynamic!system!(3dMD!Inc.,!Atlanta,!GA,!USA).!After!acquiring! the! facial! image,!
Table!5.1!Characteristics!of!the!study!sample!
! ! Students! Staff! Total!!
Gender! Males! 35! 5! 40!
! Females! 36! 26! 62!
Age!(years)! Mean!±!SD! 24.2!±!4.3! 35.0!±!9.8! 27.5!±!8.1!
Ethnicity! Caucasian! 46! 28! 74!











traits.! Each! participant! had! a! 3D! laser! and! 3dMD! stereophotogrammetry! image!









! ! ! !
3D!Laser!









The! lip! phenotype! classification! system! deployed! has! been! previously! described! in!
detail! (Chapter!4).! Lip!phenotypes!were! recorded! for!each!participant,!using!each!of!
the!acquired!facial!images!(Figure!5.1).!!
5.2.6!Statistical!Analyses!
Percentage! agreement! scores! and! Kappa! statistics! were! calculated! to! determine!
reproducibility!and!reliability!of!the!acquisition!methods.!Laser!images!without!texture!
(Laser! grey)! was! assumed! to! be! the! gold! standard,! and! reproducibility! of! the! other!
methods!were!tested!against!it.!
5.3!Results!





Intra<examiner! reliability!was! performed! on! a! randomly! selected! group! of! 40! of! the!
laser! grey! images! at! a! two<week! interval.! This! was! to! ensure! reproducibility! and!
reliability! of! the! gold! standard.! The! scores! (Table! 5.2)! are! comparable! to! those!
performed!with!the!ALSPAC!data!(Table!4.4).!




Generally! agreement! scores! between! laser! grey! and! the! three! other!methods!were!
poor.! Laser! with! colour! texture! had! the! best! agreement! with! the! gold! standard,!
however,!most!of!the!scores!were!below!70%,!with!the!exception!of!nasolabial!angle,!







3dMD!with! texture! (colour)!was!superior! to!3dMD!without! texture! (grey)!and!had!
























! %! %! K! %! K! %! K!
Philtrum! Shape! 75!!!!! 28!!! 0.12! 40!!!!! 0.28! 60!!!!! 0.51!
Width! 75!!!!! 60! 0.15! 56!!!!! 0.02! 53!!!!! 0.20!
Cupid's!Bow! 80!!!!! 59!!! 0.23! 45!!!!! 0.03! 62!!!!! 0.28!
Nasolabial!Angle! 75!!!!! 73!!!!! 0.42! 61!!!!! 0.20! 59!!!!! 0.15!
Upper!
Lip!
Fullness! 65!!!!! 56!!!!! 0.22! 49!!!!! 0.12! 54!!!!! 0.15!
Contour! 75!!!!! 47!!!!! 0.22! 43!!!!! 0.01! 26!!!!! 0.05!
Border! 70!!!!! 45!!!!! 0.14! 21!!!!! 0.03! 35!!!!! 0.03!
Double! 90!!!!! 74!!!!! 0.17! 75!!!!! 0.01! 67!!!!! 0.10!
Groove/Drop! 80!!!!! 47!!!!! 0.22! 51!!!!! 0.03! 52!!!!! 0.19!
Brim! 70!!!!! 66!!!!! 0.28! 58!!!!! 0.00! 58!!!!! 0.00!
Lower!
Lip!
Fullness! 75!!!!! 70!!!!! 0.32! 51!!!!! 0.04! 55!!!!! 0.04!
Border! 75!!!!! 75!!!!! 0.20! 16!!!!! 0.01! 43!!!!! 0.08!
Contour! 85!!!!! 67!!!!! 0.38! 44!!!!! 0.11! 49!!!!! 0.14!
Double! 95!!!!! 75!!!!! 0.20! 25!!!!! 0.01! 34!!!!! 0.05!
Groove/Drop! 90!!!!! 75!!!!! 0.24! 73!!!!! 0.04! 70!!!!! 0.01!
Brim! 85!!!!! 85!!!!! 0.19! 10!!!!! 0.00! 10!!!!! 0.00!
Commissure! 70!!!!! 68!!!!! 0.48! 43!!!!! 0.08! 47!!!!! 0.14!
Sub<lip!! Chin!shape! 65!!!!! 60!!!!! 0.40! 49!!!!! 0.20! 42!!!! 0.19!
Mentolabial! 80!!!!! 72!!!!! 0.41! 62!!!!! 0.22! 66!!!!! 0.31!
Tone! 65!!!!! 57!!!!! 0.41! 30!!!!! 0.11! 31!!!!! 0.11!
Tone!(up)! 70!!!!! 34!!!!! 0.16! 22!!!!! 0.06! 26!!!!! 0.08!







confirmed!that! there! is!significant!variation! in!determining! facial! landmarks!captured!
using! stereophotogrammetry!and! laser! scanners.!However,! there!were!no! significant!
variations! between! laser! scanned! images! and! those! measured! using! direct!
anthropometry!or!CT!scanners!(Ghoddousi,!H.(et(al,!2007,!Kook,!M.S.(et(al,!2014).!
It! is! possible! to! compare! the! characteristics! of! the! images! produced! by! the! four!
capture! methods! (Figure! 5.1).! Images! produced! with! 3dMD! stereophotogrammetry!
(top!row)!have!a!much!softer,!rounded!appearance,!(this!is!particularly!evident!when!
comparing! the! profile! views)! with! the! 3D! laser! images! (bottom! row),! which! have! a!
more! angular! appearance.! It! is! possible! to! see! that! the! 3D! laser! image! is! able! to!
capture! the! appearance! of! a! brim! on! both! the! upper! and! lower! lips,! this! is! not!
captured!at!all!in!the!3dMD!image.!
In!the!3D!laser!image!without!texture,!it!is!possible!to!see!a!roped!appearance!to!the!
lower! lip! vermilion! (lower! lip! double! vermilion!border),! it! is! somewhat! visible! in! the!
laser!colour!image,!but!not!visible!at!all!in!the!3dMD!image.!In!fact,!it!is!not!possible!to!
accurately!locate!the!lip!vermilion!borders!at!all!in!the!3dMD!image!without!texture.!!!













There! is!a!deficit!of!between!1.6! <!1.9mm!around!the! lower! lip!vermilion!border!and!
between! 0.5! –! 1.4mm! around! the! upper! lip! vermilion! border! between! the! two!
systems.! The! 3D! laser<scanned! images! are! superior! at! capturing! the! finer! details!
around!the!lip!vermilion.!
This!variation!is!likely!to!arise!as!a!result!of!the!difference!between!the!ways!that!the!
two! cameras! capture! an! image.! Images! taken! with! a! 3dMD! Stereophotogrammetry!
camera! are! captured! using! an! arrangement! of! cameras,! which! are! configured! as! a!
stereo! pair! to! capture! several! images! of! an! object.! These! are! then! amalgamated!
together! to! a! best! fit,! and! this! is! what! gives! the! perception! of! depth! to! the! image!
(Heike,!C.L.(et(al,!2010).!Images!produced!with!3D!Laser!scans!are!captured!by!a!laser!
beam,!which! deflects! from! a!mirror! onto! the! scanning! object.! It! is! able! to!measure!







5.4.1! Adaptation! of! the! classification! scale! for! different!
capture!methods!
In!order! to! interpret! variations! in! lip!phenotypes!using!different! capture!methods,! it!
would!be!necessary! to!adapt! the!scale,! in!order! for! comparisons! to!be!drawn! (Table!
5.3).!
Table!5.3!Interpretation!of!using!different!capture!methods!
Philtrum!Shape! It!was!not!possible! to!detect! the! indentation! (scores!2,! 3,! 4)!with!
3dMD.!The!scale!should!be!simplified!to!0!(smooth),!1!(normal),!5!
(deep)!only.!





Lip!fullness! Lips!appeared! fuller! in!grey! images!compared!with!colour! images.!
This!may! be! due! to! difficulty! of! finding!where! the! lip! starts/ends!
with!grey!images.!
Lip!contour! Colour! images!distort! the! contour! shape!of! the! lips,! as! the! eye! is!
drawn!to!the!shape!of!the!red!vermilion,!rather!than!the!contour!of!
the!textured!border.!
Lip!border! Grey! images! indicate!borders/edges;!whereas! texture! images!give!
the! illusion!that!a! full!border!was!present,!even!though!there!was!
no!raised!margin.!





border.! It! is! not! picked! up! with! the! 3dMD! grey! images,! but! it! is!
possible!to!detect!with!colour!images.!
Commissures! Colour!images!affect!the!impression!of!the!commissures!of!the!lips;!

























Facial! development! is! influenced! by! genetic! (Grosen,! D.( et( al,! 2010a,! Peng,! S.( et( al,!
2013)!and!environmental!factors!(Abel,!E.L.,!1995,!Honein,!M.A.(et(al,!2007,!Al!Ali,!A.(et(
al,! 2014).! Developmental! biological! studies,! based! on! animal! models,! have!
demonstrated!that!craniofacial!development!is!tightly!regulated!by!chemical!mediators!
(Table! 2.1).! The! previous! chapters! have! demonstrated! that! it! is! possible! to! assess!
subtle!features!of!the!lip!and!surrounding!region.!It!was!also!demonstrated!in!Chapter!
4! that! considerable! individual! variations! exist,! which!may! be! attributable! to! genetic!
variation.!
Genome<wide! association! studies! have! demonstrated! successes! in! assigning! genetic!
association! to!population!variations!with!anatomical!bony! landmarks! (Paternoster,! L.(




the! replication! phase,! where! hypotheses! from! the! first! phase! is! tested.! Ideally! the!
replication!sample!should!be!from!the!same!population!group,!in!order!to!confirm!the!
same!effect!as! the! target!population,!and!also! the! sample! should!be! larger! than! the!
initial! study,!so!as! to!confirm!any! false<positive!results! (Bush,!W.S.(et(al,!2012).!With!
replication,! it! is! important! for! the! study! to! be! well! powered! to! identify! spuriously!
associated!SNPs!where!the!null!hypothesis!is!most!likely!true.!!
Once! an! effect! is! confirmed! in! the! target! population,! other! populations! may! be!
sampled! to! determine! if! the! SNP! has! an! ethnic<specific! effect.! Replication! of! a!
significant! result! in! an! additional! population! is! sometimes! referred! to! as!









The! sample! of! individuals! from! the! ALSPAC! dataset! (Chapter! 4)! was! used! for! the!
discovery!phase.!Imputed!genotype!was!available!for!8,365!individuals!and!phenotype!













9,912! participants! were! genotyped! with! the! Illumina! HumanHap550! quad! genome<
wide!SNP!genotyping!platform!by!23andMe!subcontracting!the!Wellcome!Trust!Sanger!
Institute!(Cambridge,!UK)!and!the!Laboratory!Corporation!of!America!(Burlington,!NC,!
US).! Individuals! were! excluded! on! the! basis! of! having! incorrect! sex! assignments;!
minimal!or!excessive!heterozygosity!(<0.32!and!>0.345!for!the!Sanger!data!and!<0.31!
and! >0.33! for! the! LabCorp! data);! disproportionate! levels! of! individual! missingness!















Genome! association! was! tested! using! regression! analysis! in! Mach2QTL! (Li,! Y.( et( al,!
2010).! Logistic! regression! was! performed! for! binary! traits! using! mach2dat,! ordinal!














Bonferroni correction! is! an! approach! to! correct! for!multiple! testing,! and! adjusts! the!
alpha! value! from! a! =! 0.05! to! a! =! (0.05/k)!where! k! is! the! number! of! statistical! tests!
conducted.! In! this! GWAS! there! were! around! 500,000! common! SNPs,! statistical!
significance!of!a!SNP!association!was!therefore!set!at!0.05/500,000!=!1e<7.!!




Genome<wide! significance!was! reached!with! two! gene! associations,!DOCK1!with! the!
phenotype!chin!dimple!(P=2.3x10<8),!and!gene!CDH4!with!mentolabial!fold!(P=9.7x10<











Nasolabial!Angle! 2.8x10<7! rs7548604! 1q42.2! AGT/CAPN9(
Upper!lip!Fullness! 3.6x10<7! rs584267! 3q26.31! NLGN1(
5.7x10<7! rs687542! 8q22.2! NCALD(
8.7x10<7! rs4273915! 9q32<q33.3! PTGS1(
Upper!Lip!Contour! 8.6x10<7! rs10820934! 9q22.2! SPTLC1(
Upper!lip!vermilion!
border!
4.9x10<7! rs11771794! 7p12.1! COBL(
4.6x10<7! rs1317641! Xp21.2! DMD(
8.5x10<7! rs12693640! 2q32.3! TMEFF2(
9.3x10<7! rs6791077! 3q23! CLSTN2(
Upper!lip!double!
vermilion!border!!
3.0x10<7! rs2365281! 7q36! RNF32(
5.4x10<7! rs9386046! 6q24.2! PHACTR2(
6.3x10<7! rs916828! 11p15.1! ABCC8(
Upper!lip!drop! 5.0x10<7! rs1610305! 20p13! STK35(




Lower!lip!Fullness! 9.4x10<7! rs1035055! 2q24.2! TANC1(
Lower!Lip!Contour! 7.0x10<7! rs6971502! 7p14.1! CDK13(
Lower!lip!vermilion!
border!
5.3x10<7! rs10463015! 5q35.1! UBTD2(
Lower!lip!double!
vermilion!border!
1.8x10<7! rs6439121! 3q21.3! EEFSEC(
2.4x10<7! rs2955102! 3q21! RUVBL1(
7.9x10<7! rs5933620! Xp11.22! KDM5C(
Lower!lip!brim! 5.1x10<7! rs17035178! 2p14! CNRIP1/(
PPP3R1(
Lower!lip!drop! 8.3x10<7! rs17629330! 4p15.1! LOC105374557(
Lower!lip!groove! 4.0x10<7! rs231361! 11p15.5! KCNQ1(
Mentolabial!fold! 9.7x10<8! rs6061441! 20q13.3! CDH4(
8.0x10<7! rs4820309! 22q11.22! TOP3B(
Chin!dimple!
!
2.3x10<8! rs11017876! 10q26.13<q26.3! DOCK1((
8.0x10<7! rs16889815! 5p13.3! ZFR(
Lower!lip!tone!(UP)! 3.3x10<7! rs7011739! 8q24.21! FAM84B(










Two! associations! met! the! stringent! Bonferroni! correction;! chin! dimple! and! DOCK1!




SNP! rs7548604! (P=2.8x10<7),! which! is! located! within! 1q42.2.! The! nearest! gene! is!
AGT/CAPN9,!which!encodes(Angiotensinogen!protein.!AGT! is!an(essential!component!
of! the! renin<angiotensin! system,! and! regulates! blood! pressure,! body! fluid! and!
electrolyte!homeostasis.!Mutations!in!this!gene!are!associated!with!a!susceptibility!to!
essential!hypertension,!and!can!cause!renal!tubular!dysgenesis.!Defects!have!also!been!
associated! with! non<familial! structural! atrial! fibrillation,! and! inflammatory! bowel!
disease.!
Mutations!in!the!1q42.2!locus!have!previously!been!associated!with!chondrodysplasia!
punctata! (Warman,! M.L.( et( al,! 2011).! Individuals! with! Binder! syndrome! have!
characteristic! facial! features,! including!a!skeletal! III!pattern,! flat! facial!profile,!convex!
upper! lip! and! acute! nasolabial! angle.! Authors! have! previously! postulated! that!
individuals!with!Binder’s!are! likely! to!have!a!mild! form!of!chondrodysplasia!punctata!
(Levaillant,!J.M.(et(al,!2009)!
1q42! is! also! a! breakpoint! hotspot! with! individuals! either! possessing! duplications! or!
deletions! at! the! site,!which! result! in! altered! facial! characteristics! affecting! the! nose!
(Nevado,!J.(et(al,!2014).!!
In!addition,!the!gene!LEFTY1!lies!within!the!locus!1q42.12.!This!gene!is!responsible!for!
left/right! patterning,! and! was! found! to! be! associated! with! face! shape,! in! particular!
mid<face!A<P!projection!(Miller,!S.F.(et(al,!2014a).!LEFTY1!has!also!been!associated!with!








rs687542! (5.7x10<7)! located! within! 8q22.2! and! rs4273915! (8.7x10<7)! located! within!
9q32<q33.3.!
The! gene! residing! within! SNP! rs687542! is! NCALD;! it( encodes! a! family! of! calcium<
binding!proteins.! It! is! thought! to!be!a! regulator!of!G!protein<coupled! receptor! signal!
transduction.!It!is!also!located!within!the!8q22.2!region,!which!has!been!demonstrated!
to!be!a!NSCLP! susceptibility! locus! (Leslie,! E.J.( et(al,! 2016,!Beaty,! T.H.( et(al,! 2016).! In!
addition,! the! gene!VPS13B! is! located! within! 8q22.2,! and!mutations! result! in! Cohen!
syndrome,!which!has!a!short!upper!lip!phenotype.!
The!gene!residing!within!SNP!rs584267!is!NLGN1,!it!encodes!for!a!cell!surface!protein!
involved! in! cell<cell<interactions! via! its! interactions!with!neurexin! family!members.! It!
plays! a! role! in! synapse! function! and! synaptic! signal! transmission,! and! is! required! to!
maintain! wakefulness! quality! and! normal! synchrony! of! cerebral! cortex! activity! (El!
Helou,!J.(et(al,!2013).!
The! gene! residing! within! SNP! rs4273915! is! PTGS1,! it! encodes! Prostaglandin! G/H!
synthase! 1,! which! is! an! enzyme! that! catalyses! the! conversion! of! arachidonate! to!
prostaglandin! during! the! COX! cycle.! The! encoded! protein! regulates! angiogenesis! in!
















Upper! lip! vermilion! border! had! four! near! hit! associations;! rs11771794! (4.9x10<7)!
located! within! 7p12.1,! rs1317641! (4.6x10<7)! located! within! Xp21.2,! rs12693640!
(8.5x10<7)!located!within!2q32.3!and!rs6791077!(9.3x10<7)!located!within!3q23.!




!This! SNP! is! also! located! near! the! cleft! susceptibility! gene! SATB2( (2q33.1).! Although!
initial! studies! showed! the! CLP! susceptibility! locus! at! two! translocation! break!
breakpoints!on!2q32! (Brewer,!C.M.( et( al,! 1999),! a!meta<analysis!of!GWAS! studies!of!
CLP! indicated! the!whole! 2q32<q35! region! as! a! clefting! susceptibility! locus! (Marazita,!
M.L.(et(al,!2004).!Satb2!plays!an!important!role!in!tooth!and!craniofacial!development!
(Dobreva,! G.( et( al,! 2006),! and! studies! have! shown! that! complete! functional! loss! of!
Satb2! leads! to! increased! apoptosis! in! the! developing! jaw! and! subsequent! down<
regulation! of! the! expression! of! important! craniofacial! genes! Pax9,! Alx4! and!Msx1!
(Britanova,!O.(et(al,!2006).! 
The! SATB2! gene! has! also! been! associated with! proclined! upper! incisors! (p<0.0005)!
(Weaver,!C.A.,!2014);!and!this!association!could!be!significant!with!the!association!of!
vermilion!border.!Mutations!in!the!SATB2!region!are!associated!with!glass!syndrome,!
which! is! characterised! by! CP,! micrognathia! and! dysmorphic! facial! features! (Brewer,!
C.M.(et(al,!1999).!







The!SNP!rs1317641!(4.6x10<7)! located!within!Xp21.2! lies! in!closest!proximity!to!DMD.(
This! gene! is! part! of! the! dystrophin<glycoprotein! complex! (DGC)! and! is! found! at! the!
inner!surface!of!muscle!fibres,!bridging!the!inner!cytoskeleton!(F<actin)!and!the!extra<







The! SNP! rs6791077! (9.3x10<7)! located! within! 3q23! lies! in! closest! proximity! to! the!




Upper! lip! double! border! had! three! associations;! rs2365281! (3x10<7)! located! within!
7q36,! rs9386046! (5.4x10<7)! located! within! 6q24.2! and! rs916828! (6.3x10<7)! located!
within!11p15.1.!
The!SNP!rs2365281! (3x10<7)! located!within!7q36! lies! in!closest!proximity! to! the!gene!
RNF32,(which!encodes! the! ring! finger!protein.!RING! finger!proteins!are!known!to!be!
involved! in! protein<DNA! or! protein<protein! interactions.! They! play! a! role! during!
spermatogenesis,!most! likely! in!spermatocytes!and/or!in!spermatids!(Van!Baren,!M.J.(
et( al,! 2002).! They!may! also! have! a! role! to! play! in! preaxial! polydactyly! (Li,! H.( et( al,!
2009).!
The!region!is!also!in!close!proximity!to!the!SHH!gene!(7q36.3)!which!is!a!known!to!have!
an! important! role! in! patterning! during! facial! development! (Jeong,! J.( et( al,! 2004,!
Stanier,! P.( et( al,! 2012),! is! a! cleft! susceptibility! locus! (Zhang,! Z.( et( al,! 2002),! and! has!
been! demonstrated! to! be! associated! with! retroclined! maxillary! central! incisors!
(p=0.048)!(Weaver,!C.A.,!2014)(
The! SNP! rs9386046! (5.4x10<7)! located! within! 6q24.2! lies! in! closest! proximity! to! the!
gene! PHACTR2,( which! encodes! the! phosphatase! and! actin! regulator! enzyme.! This!
enzyme!is!associated!with!nuclear!scaffold!in!proliferating!cells!(Allen,!P.B.(et(al,!2004)!
including!regulatory!roles!in!synaptic!activity!and!dendritic!morphology.!
The! SNP! rs916828! (6.3x10<7)! located! within! 11p15.1! lies! in! closest! proximity! to! the!
ABCC8,(which( encodes( the( ATP?binding( cassette( transporter( sub?family( C(member,! 8!
protein.! ABC! proteins! transport! various! molecules! across! extra! and! intra<cellular!













Upper! lip! groove! was! associated! with! several! SNPs! located! within! the! 1q42.11<13!
locus;!the!most!significant!SNP!was!rs4601553!(8.3x10<7).!The!gene!in!closest!proximity!




























One! association! was! found! between! lower! lip! vermilion! border! and! the! SNP!
rs10463015! (5.3x10<7),! which! is! located! within! 5q35.1.! The! nearby! gene! is! UBTD2,!
which! encodes! the( ubiquitin! domain! containing! 2,! it! is( also! known! as! dendritic! cell!
derived! ubiquitin<like! protein! (DCUBP).! It! has! been! implicated! in! apoptosis,! cellular!
differentiation!and!tumour!genesis!(Liu,!S.(et(al,!2003).!It!has!also!been!associated!with!
holoprosencephaly,! facial!dysmorphisms!and!preaxial!polydactyly! (Koolen,!D.A.( et(al,!
2006).!
This!SNP!also!arises! in!close!proximity!to!the!MSX2!gene,!which! is! located!at!5q35.2.!




Lower! lip! double! border! had! three! associations;! rs6439121! (1.8x10<7)! located!within!
3q21.3,! rs2955102! (2.4x10<7)! located! within! 3q21! and! rs5933620! (7.9x10<7)! located!
within!Xp11.22.!
The!nearby!gene!to!the!SNP!rs6439121!is!EEFSEC,!which!encodes!Eukaryotic!elongation!
factor,! selenocysteine<tRNA<specific.! It! is! a! translation! factor,!which! is! necessary! for!
the! incorporation! of! selenocysteine! into! proteins.! It! has! been! suggested! to! play! a!
possible!role!in!age!at!menarche!(P=1.3x10<7)!(Elks,!C.E.(et(al,!2010)!
The! nearby! gene! to! the! SNP! rs2955102! is! RUVBL1,! which! encodes( RuvB<like! AAA!
ATPase! 1! protein! coding.! This! protein! is! associated! with! several! transcriptional! and!






5C. This! protein! belongs! to! the! highly! conserved! ARID! protein! family.! It! contains!









which! is! located! within! 2p14.! The! nearby! genes! are! CNRIP1( and( PPP3R1.! CNRIP1(
encodes!the!calcineurin!subunit!B!type!1!protein.!!










plays! an! important! role! in! cardiac! repolarisation! and!mutations! are! associated!with!

















Mentolabial! fold! had! two! associations;! rs6061441! (9.7x10<8)! located! within! 20q13.3!
and!rs4820309!(8.0x10<7)!located!within!22q11.22.!
The! SNP! rs6061441! association! with! mentolabial! fold! reached! the! Bonferroni!
correction.!This!SNP!lies!within!the!CDH4!gene,!which!encodes!the!calcium<dependent!
cell<cell! adhesion! glycoprotein! cadherin<4.! It! is! thought! to! play! an! important! role!
during! brain! segmentation! and! neuronal! outgrowth,! as!well! as! a! role! in! kidney! and!
muscle!development.!CDH4!may!have!a!protective!role!in!tumour!suppression!(Du,!C.(
et(al,!2011).!!
Cadherin<4! has! also! been! observed! in! the! myoblastic! cells! of! the! mandibular! arch,!
during! early! embryological! development! in! chick! embryos! (Mootoosamy,! R.C.( et( al,!
2002,!Nogueira,!J.M.(et(al,!2015).!20q13.3!deletion!is!rare,!and!can!result!in!intellectual!
disability,! absent! speech,! hypotonia,! pre<! and! post<natal! growth! retardation! and! an!
abnormal!face!with!a!unilateral!CL(Butler,!M.G.(et(al,!2013).!
The!SNP!rs4820309!located!within!22q11.22!lies!within!the!TOP3B!gene.!It!encodes!the!
DNA! topoisomerase! enzyme,! which! controls! and! alters! the! topologic! states! of! DNA!
during! transcription! and! plays! a! role! in! DNA! recombination,! cellular! ageing,! and!







Chin! dimple! had! two! associations;! rs11017876! (2.3x10<8)! located! within! 10q26.13<
q26.3!and!rs16889815!(8x10<7)!located!within!5p13.3.!
The! association! between! the! SNP! rs11017876! and! chin! dimple! met! the! stringent!
Bonferroni!correction!(P=2.3x10<8).!This!SNP!is! located!within!the!DOCK1!gene,!which!
encodes! dedicator! of! cytokinesis! protein! 1.! This! protein! regulates! the! small! GTPase!







Individuals! with! 10q26! deletion! syndrome! have! developmental! delay! and!moderate!
mental! retardation.! Physical! facial! characteristics! include! microcephaly,! broad! nasal!
bridge,!with!beaked!or!prominent!nose.!Triangular,!asymmetrical! faces,!with! low!set!
ears.! Thin! bow<shaped! upper! lip! with! micrognathic! jaw! and! convergent! strabismus!







RNA! binding! protein! family,! which! are! a! diverse! family! of! proteins! that! serve! as!
mediators,!binding!DNA!and!RNA!proteins.!!
Chin! dimple! has! also! been! previously! associated! with! another! zinc! finger! protein!
(ZEB2)! in! a! sample! of! individuals! using! a! self<reporting! method! (Eriksson,! N.( et( al,!





cardiac!muscles! and! plays! a! role! in! epithelial! tissue,! both! at! adherens! junctions! (to!
mediate! the! anchorage! of! actin! filaments)! and! in! signalling! pathways.! FAM84B! has!
been! robustly! associated! with! breast! carcinoma,! colorectal! carcinoma,! oesophageal!
squamous! cell! carcinoma! and! tumour! metastasis! (Cheng,! C.( et( al,! 2016).! The! locus!













Skeletal! pattern! had! three! associations;! rs12767587! (5x10<7)! located!within! 10p12.1,!
rs402800! (7x10<7)! located! within! 3q26.31! and! rs17752647! (7x10<7)! located! within!
2q22.1.!
The!SNP!rs402800!is!located!within!the!3q26.31!locus,!and!is!located!within!the!gene!
region!TNFSF10.!TNFSF10! is!a!member!of! the!TNF<ligand! family,!and! is!expressed!on!
most!cells.!It!is!regulated!by!cytokines,!growth!factors,!injury,!viral!infection,!chromatin!
modification,!and!by!a!variety!of!transcription!factors!(Wood,!A.R.(et(al,!2014).!!
The! locus! 3q26.2! has! been! robustly! associated! with! skeletal! III! patterns! amongst!






receptor! 158.! It! is! highly! expressed! in! the! brain,! and! is! linked! to! neuroendocrine!
differentiation! (Patel,! N.( et( al,! 2015).! It! has! also! been! shown! to! stimulate! cell!
proliferation!in!prostate!cancer!cell!lines!(Patel,!N.(et(al,!2013).!





region!NXPH2.( It! is! also! expressed! in! the! brain.! Signalling! molecules! that! resemble!
neuropeptides!that!act!by!binding!to!alpha<neurexins!and!possible!other!receptors!
Nebulin!on!chromosome!2q22!(NEM2)!has!been!associated!with!Nemaline!myopathy,!






In! order! to! validate! the! findings! from! the! discovery! phase! of! the!GWAS,! ideally! the!
replication!sample!should!be!from!the!same!population!group,!and!should!be!a! large!
enough! population! sample! for! statistical! power.! Ideally,! the! images! for! phenotyping!











Cardiff!University!Dental! School! Research! Ethics! committee! for! sharing! the! data:! An!
international! collaboration! exploring! gene! expression! related! to! facial! features! Ref!
(12/34)!(Confirmed!11th!February!2013).!
6.5.1.2!Phenotyping!
The! two!phenotypes! that!were! tested!were!mentolabial! fold!and!chin!dimple.!These!
were! the! two! features! that! achieved! the! Bonferroni! corrected! statistical! significant,!














Feature! Locus! SNP! Beta! SE! P<value! SE! P<value!
Chin!dimple! 10q26! rs11017876! 0.42! 0.077! 2.3x10<8! 0.015! 0.59!
Mentolabial!Fold! 20q13.3! rs6061441! <0.3! 0.057! 9.7x10<8! 0.027! 0.93!
6.6!Discussion!following!discovery!and!replication!
Two! of! the! twenty<five! lip! phenotypes! were! found! to! achieve! GWAS! statistical!
significance!following!the!stringent!Bonferroni!correction!in!the!discovery!phase.! 
The! two! lip! phenotypes! (mentolabial! fold! and! chin! dimple)! were! demonstrated! to!
behave!in!an!almost!independent!manner!compared!to!other!lip!phenotypes!(Chapter!








The! SNP! rs10463015! arising! in! 5q35.1! was! found! to! be! associated! with! lower! lip!
vermilion! border! (P=5.3x10<7)! in! this! ALSPAC! sample.! This! locus! has! also! been!
associated!with!normal! facial! variations! (nasion)! in!a!population!of!5,388!Caucasians!
(Liu,!F.(et(al,!2012c).!
The! locus!8q24!has!been! robustly! associated!with! cleft! susceptibility! in! a!number!of!
studies;!it!has!also!been!associated!with!normal!facial!variation!(bizygomatic!distance!
P=0.017)! (Boehringer,!S.( et(al,!2011).! In! this! sample,! it!was!associated!with! lower! lip!
tone! (P=3.3x10<7).! An! association! was! also! observed! between! lower! lip! double!


































3.0x10<7! rs2365281! 7q36! RNF32( !7q36.3! SHH((
Upper!lip!
Fullness!
5.7x10<7! rs687542! 8q22.2! NCALD( 8q22.2! (
Lower!lip!
tone!(UP)!
3.3x10<7! rs7011739! 8q24.21! FAM84B( 8q24! MYC(
Upper!Lip!
Contour!
8.6x10<7! rs10820934! 9q22.2! SPTLC1( 9q22! (
Chin!dimple! 2.3x10<8! rs11017876! 10q26.13! DOCK1(( 10q26! FGFR2(
Mentolabial!
fold!









Two! phenotype/genotype! associations! were! found! in! the! discovery! sample! that!
reached!GWAS!significance;!DOCK1! and!chin!dimple!and!CDH4! and!mentolabial! fold.!
These! two! lip! features! appear! not! to! be! associated! with! other! features! of! the! lip!
region,!and!behave!in!an!independent!manner!(Chapter!4).!
Several!phenotypes!had!near!hit!associations!with!cleft! susceptibility! loci,! suggesting!
that!cleft!genes!may!affect!normal!variation!in!lip!morphology.!
It!was!only!possible!to!attempt!replication!with!two!out!of!the!twenty<five!features!in!












Chapter( 7:" Exploration+ of+ the+ effect+ of+ non<
syndromic*cleft*SNPs*on*lip*phenotypes!
7.1!Introduction!
Attempts! have! been!made! to! determine! how!NSCL/P! SNPs!may! affect! normal! facial!
morphology!(Mossey,!P.A.(et(al,!2010,!Boehringer,!S.(et(al,!2011,!Liu,!F.(et(al,!2012b,!
Peng,! S.( et( al,! 2013,! Miller,! S.F.( et( al,! 2014a).! These! methods! have! involved!
landmarking! regions! of! the! face,! and! subsequent! analysis! of! distances,! or! PCA.! The!
majority!of! the! successes! in!prior! studies!have! involved! regions!attributable! to!bony!
landmarks,! in!particular,!those!which!have!good!reproducibility!(Peng,!S.(et(al,!2013).!
However,!little!is!known!as!to!how!these!common!genetic!variants!affect!the!lip!region.!
The! majority! of! genetic! studies! have! been! based! on! congenital! craniofacial!
malformations,! in! which! a! genetic! incident! causes! a! catastrophic! effect! (rare!
mutations).!
Some! studies! have! assessed! the! effect! of! these! common! variants! on! facial!
morphology.! It! has! been! suggested! that! unaffected! siblings! of! NSCL/P! have! wider!
noses!and!bizygomatic!distances!compared!with!controls.!In!addition,!IRF6!may!affect!
the! relative! protrusion! of! the! upper! lip! (Boehringer,! S.( et( al,! 2011).! The! lip! region,!


















platforms! by! the! Wellcome! Trust! Sanger! Institute! (Cambridge,! UK)! and! the! Centre!











in! addition,! each! SNP!was! also! tested! individually! in! a! secondary! analysis.! Statistical!
analysis! was! performed! using! STATA! software.! Logistical,! ordinal! or! multinomial!
regression!analysis!was!performed!according! to!whether! the! lip!phenotype!outcome!
was!binary,!ordered<!categorical!or!unordered<categorical.!!
Table!7.1!Statistical!analysis!






















































1.05! 1.02! 1.07! 0.0003*!











Statistically! significant! associations! were! observed! with! a! V<shaped! Cupid’s! bow!












with! a! V<shaped! Cupid’s! bow! posses! a! higher! number! of! NSCL/P! genetic! alleles!
compared!to!those!with!a!U<shaped!Cupid’s!bow.!
This!can!be!further!explored!by!assessing!NSCL/P!genetic!allele!scores!for!Cupid’s!bow!
shape!according! to! sex.!This! reveals! that! for!males,!a! flat!Cupid’s!bow!shape! (12.71,!












philtrum! mean! NSCL/P! genetic! risk! score! was! 12.40,! with! a! range! (12.21<12.58).!









Given! that! four! phenotypes!were! associated!with! overall! risk! score,! further! analysis!
was!necessary,!to!test!whether!this!was!driven!by!a!particular!SNP.!Although!of!limited!
power,! each!of! the!each!of! the! seventeen!NSCL/P! SNPs!was! tested! individually!with!











Genetic'Variants' Feature' Effect' OR' PEValue'
rs560426' ABCA4( Lower!lip! No!drop! 1.15! <3.7x10B3!
rs742071' PAX7( Upper!lip! No!border! 1.17! <0.03!
rs7590268' THADA( Philtrum!width! Narrow! 1.17! <2.2x10B3!
Cupid’s!bow! VBshaped! 1.15! <9.9x10B3!
Lower!lip! Full!border! 1.39! <0.03!
Commissures! Upturned! 1.11! <0.03!
rs7632427' EPHA3( Philtrum!Shape! Deep! 1.56! <3x10B3!
Indentation!nose! 1.16! <0.05!
Lower!lip! No!border! 1.24! <0.02!
rs793464' COL8A1( No!brim! 1.10! <0.03!
rs12543318' DCAF4L2( Flat!contour! 1.12! <5.24x10B3!
rs987525' 8q24( Thin! 1.21! <0.02!
Cupid’s!bow! VBshaped! 1.18! <2.48x10B3!




rs4752028' VAX1( Double!border! 1.14! <0.04!
rs8001641' SPRY2( No!brim! 1.10! <0.02!
rs1873147' TPM1( Flat!contour! 1.11! <0.03!
Upper!lip!! Groove! 1.17! <0.01!
rs11650357' NTN1( Chin!dimple! Dimple! 1.15! <0.03!
Lower!lip! Groove! 1.16! <0.02!
rs1880646' LipBChin!shape! Angular!with!bumping! 1.11! <0.04!
rs227731' NOG( Skeletal! Skeletal!II! 1.21! <1.58x10B6!






rs13041247' MAFB( Philtrum!width! Narrow! 1.13! <0.02!
Lower!lip! Drop! 1.13! <0.03!
Full!border! 1.30! <0.04!







Three! SNP! regions! appeared! to! affect! the! philtrum! region:! rs13041247! (MAFB),(
rs7632427!(EPHA3)(and!rs7590268((THADA)((Figure!7.3).!A!narrow!philtrum!width!was!
significantly!associated!with!the!generated!NSCL/P!genetic!allele!score!(Table!7.2),!and!
logistic! regression! suggests! that! it! may! be! driven! by! SNP! rs7590268! (P=2.2x10<3)! in!
particular!(Figure!7.4).!!
The!SNP!rs13041247!was!also!associated!with!a!narrow!philtrum!(P=0.019).!
Two! SNPs! were! associated! with! Cupid’s! bow! shape! were! rs7590268! (THADA)! and!









Thirteen!SNPs! showed!association!with! features!of! the! lower! lip;!of! those,! five!were!
associated! with! the! lower! lip! vermilion.! SNP! rs13041247! (MAFB)! and! rs7590268!
(THADA)!were!associated!with!a! full! vermilion!border,!whilst! rs6478391! (FOXE1)!and!
rs7632427! (EPHA3)! were! associated! with! lack! of! vermilion! border! (Figure! 7.3).! In!
addition,! rs4752028! (VAX1)! was! associated! with! lack! of! double! vermilion! border!
(P=0.04).!
7.3.3.4!Sub!lip!region!
Three! SNP! regions! appeared! to! affect! the! sub<lip! region:! rs227731,! rs6478391! and!
rs1880646! (Figure! 7.3).! The! SNP! rs1880646! (NTN1)! was! associated! with! relative!
indentation! of! the! features! of! the! lower! lip! and! sub<lip! region,! at! the! midline,!
appearing! to! induce! a! lower! lip! groove,! chin!dimple! and!angular! lip<chin! shape!with!






The! most! significant! association! was! observed! with! skeletal! pattern! and! rs227731!
(NOG)! (P=1.58x10<6)! and! also! a! nominal! association! was! observed! with! rs6478391!
(FOXE1)!(P=0.036).!In!total,!2,332!skeletal!II,!954!skeletal!I!and!401!skeletal!III!patterns!




Chapter! 5! demonstrated! that!many! of! the! less! common! lip! phenotypes! show! a! sex!


























Male! Deep!groove! 13.04! 12.81!
Philtrum!width! Male! Narrow! 13.32! 12.86! <0.00005!
Cupid’s!bow! Male! Flat! 12.71! 12.42! <0.00005!
Upper!lip!
vermilion!border!
Male! Absent! 12.75! 12.54! <0.00005!
Upper!lip!double!
vermilion!border!
Female! Present! 12.81! 12.43! <0.00005!
Upper!lip!drop! Male! Present! 12.70! 12.48! <0.00005!
Lower!lip!border! Female! Absent! 12.73! 12.37! <0.00005!
Lower!lip!double!
border!
Males! Absent! 12.67! 12.48! <0.03!
Lower!lip!brim! Male! Absent! 12.66! 12.47! <0.001!
Lower!lip!groove! Female! Present! 12.79! 12.57! <0.004!
Lower!lip!drop! Male! Present! 12.61! 12.37! <0.00005!
Commissures! Female! Upturned! 12.90! 12.58! <0.00005!
Lip<chin!shape! Female! Angular! 12.77! 12.45! <0.003!







Male! Smooth! 12.60! 12.40!
Skeletal! Female! Skeletal!II! 12.68! 12.58! <0.00005!
Male! Skeletal!III! 12.79! 12.34!
The!multivariable!logistic!regression!demonstrated!that!NSCL/P!genetic!alleles!are!sex!
specific.!Amongst! females,!a!higher!NSCL/P!genetic!allele! score!was!observed!with!a!
philtrum! shape! with! Indentation! near! vermilion! border,! upper! lip! double! vermilion!
border,! absent! lower! lip! border,! Lower! lip! groove,! angular! lip<chin! shape,! upturned!
commissures,!angular!with!bumping!tone<up!and!skeletal!II!pattern.!
Whilst! amongst!males! there!were!many!more! phenotypes! that! carried! an! increased!







upper! lip! phenotypes! are! narrow! philtrum,! V<shaped! Cupid’s! bow,! and! absence! of!
drop,! border,! and! presence! of! double! border.! The! lower! lip! phenotypes! are! curved!
contour,!thin!lip,!and!absence!of!vermilion!border,!drop!and!double!border.!The!sub<lip!
phenotypes! are! skeletal! II! pattern,!marked!angular! lower! lip<chin! shape!and!marked!
lower!lip!tone.!
7.4.1!Philtrum!!
A! narrow! philtrum! width! was! associated! with! the! combined! NSCL/P! genetic! allele!
score! (p=0.0003),! and! in! addition,! surfaced! during! single<SNP! analysis.! Two! variants!
were!suggestive!of!having!a!role!to!play!in!determining!a!narrow!philtrum:!rs7590268!
(P=0.002)!and!rs13041247!(P=0.019).!The!SNP(rs13041247!maps!45kb!downstream!of!
the! musculoaponeurotic! fibrosarcoma! oncogene! homolog! B! (MAFB)! gene,! which!
encodes! the! v<maf! transcription! factor.! The! exact! role! that! this! SNP! plays! in! the!
manifestation! of! NSCL/P! has! not! yet! been! described,! however,! animal! studies! have!










(P=0.0002*),! and!also!arose!during! the! single!SNP!analysis.! The! two!SNPs! rs7590268!
(P=9.9x10<3)! and! rs987525! P=2.48x10<3)! are! suggestive! of! playing! a! role! in! the!










al,! 2014).! Deletion! of! this! protein! leads! to! mild! alterations! in! facial! morphology! in!
mice,!and!sporadically!leads!to!CL/P.!
7.4.3!Skeletal!Pattern!
An! association! was! found! between! rs227731! and! skeletal! II! pattern! (mandibular!
retrognathia,! P=1.58x10<6).! This! SNP! is! located! 100kb! centromeres! from!NOG! gene,!
which! encodes! for! the! noggin! protein! (Mangold,! E.( et( al,! 2010,! Ludwig,! K.U.( et( al,!
2012).! A! relationship! between! NOG! and! skeletal! II! pattern! has! been! previously!
postulated! by! several! authors,! but! has! so! far! failed! to! demonstrate! a! convincing!
association! (Gutierrez,! S.J.( et( al,! 2010,! Da! Fontoura,! C.S.( et( al,! 2015).! However,! a!
previous! study! identified! that! parents! of! children!with! CP!were!more! likely! to! have!
class!II!malocclusions!(as!a!result!of!mandibular!retrusion)!(Prochazkova,!J.(et(al,!1986). 
NOG! encodes! the! noggin! protein,! which! is! an! antagonist! of! members! of! the!
transforming! growth! factor! beta! (TGF?ß)! superfamily,! which! includes! bone!
morphogenetic! protein! 4! (BMP4).! BMP4! has! been! shown! to! regulate! palatogenesis!
(Zhang,!T.X.(et(al,!2012)!and!many!animal!studies!have!demonstrated!that!they!play!an!
important! role! in! regulating! a! diverse! number! of! developmental! processes! and! the!
evolution!of!facial!shape!and!size!(Wan,!M.(et(al,!2005).!!
The! Bmp! pathway! plays! an! important! role! during! lip! development! (Chapter! 2! and!
Table! 2.1).!Bmp4! is! highly! expressed! in! the!distal! epithelia! of! the!medial! and! lateral!
nasal,!maxillary!and!mandibular!processes!(Wan,!M.(et(al,!2005).!!
Ectopic!application!of!either!Bmp2!or!Bmp4!proteins!induces!overgrowth!and!produces!





















II! pattern! (OR! 0.79,! P=1.58x10<6),! indicating! relative! mandibular! retrognathia! as! the!





NSCL/P! SNPs! appear! to! affect! lip! phenotypes,! which! has! not! been! previously!
acknowledged.! Using! this! principle,! it! is! worth! exploring! the! notion! that! unaffected!
individuals!with!certain!lip!phenotypes!could!be!carrying!NSCLP!NSCL/P!genetic!alleles.!
As!such,!certain!phenotypes,!such!as!individuals!with!mandibular!retrognathia!have!a!
2%! higher! risk! of! having! cleft! offspring,! compared!with! those! not! displaying! the! lip!
phenotype.!




Chapter( 8:" Exploration+ of+ the+ prevalence+ of+ lip+
phenotypes#amongst#case<parent'trios!
8.1!Introduction!
Many! studies! have! suggested! that! parents! of! cleft! children! have! altered! facial!
phenotypes! compared! with! parents! with! no! history! of! OFC! (Chapter! 2,! Table! 2.6).!
These!alterations!can!range!from!defects!in!the!orbicularis!oris!muscle!(Neiswanger,!K.(
et( al,! 2007),! alterations! in! dental! anomalies! or!malocclusions! (Prochazkova,! J.( et( al,!
1986)! to! variations! in! craniofacial! skeletal! disproportions! (Mossey,! P.A.( et( al,! 1997,!
Yoon,!Y.J.(et(al,!2004,!Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2009),!!
The! majority! of! research! has! been! constructed! using! cephalometric! measurements!
(Mossey,! P.A.( et( al,! 1997)! or! using! facial! landmark! measurements! or! principal!
components! from! 3D! scans! to! assess! for! variation! (Weinberg,! S.M.( et( al,! 2008b,!
Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2009).!Previously,!research!has!not!involved!assessing!differences!
in!characteristic!features!of!the!lip!region.!In!this!study!lip!phenotypes!(Figure!4.4!and!
Table! 4.2)! were! assessed! for! prevalence! amongst! parents! of! cleft! children,! and!
compared!with!control!parents.!
The! results!of! the!previous!analysis! for!associations!between!candidate!SNPs!and! lip!




and! it! is! usually! diagnosed! prenatally! in! expectant! mothers! using! ultrasound!
assessment!or!at!birth.!Better!understanding!of!the!genetic!inheritance!of!craniofacial!
features! associated! with! CL/P! may! contribute! to! the! development! of! cleft! risk!
assessment!methods!(Yoon,!Y.J.(et(al,!2004).!












In! order! to! standardise! the! conditions! of! assessment! of! the! lips,! the! images! were!
initially! landmarked! and! registered! on! a! standardised! 3D! reference! frame! with!
consistent! lighting.! From! these! 3D! images,! six! 2D! standardised! photographs! were!
created! (Figure! 4.2)! to! allow! the! assessment! of! the! lips! from!different! perspectives.!!
The! images! were! captured! using! colour! texture,! as! this! was! found! to! be! most!
favourable! for!assessing! lip!phenotypes,!and!drawing!comparisons! from! laser! images!
(Table! 5.2).! It! was! possible! to! classify! 23! out! of! the! 25! lip! phenotypes! using! the!
modified!classification!tool.!
The! images! were! randomised! so! that! the! assessor! was! blind! to! cleft! and! non<cleft!
parents.!There!were!no!personal!identifiers!but!there!were!unique!case!identifiers!and!









the!University! of! Pittsburgh’s.! Consent!was! previously! obtained! by! the!University! of!
Pittsburgh,!prior!to!attaining!the!3D!images.!!





A! total! of! 286! case! parents! (174!mothers! and! 112! fathers)! and! 311! control! parents!
(212!mothers!and!99!fathers)!were!available!for!assessment.!Nine!features!showed!a!
statistically! significant! (p<0.05)! difference! between! case! and! controls,! and! an!
additional!four!when!sex!was!a!covariate!(Table!8.1).!!
8.3.1.!Prevalence!of!phenotypes!
!The! only! feature! within! the! philtrum! region! that! had! a! statistically! significant!
difference! between! the! case/control! groups! was! philtrum!width.! The! control! group!











Features! of! the! lower! lip! were! contour,! border,! double! border! and! groove.! Control!
















Feature& Classification! Control!Parents! Case!Parents! Chi2!
P3values!Mother! Father! Total! Mother! Father! Total!
(212)! %! (99)! %! (311)! %! (174)! %! (112)! %! (286)! %! !
Philtrum&Shape& Smooth! 17! 8! 6! 8! 23! 8! 23! 14! 0! 0! 23! 9! !
Normal!gradient! 61! 30! 10! 13! 71! 25! 42! 25! 11! 14! 53! 21!
Indentation!near!nose! 18! 9! 2! 3! 20! 7! 22! 13! 1! 1! 23! 9!
Indentation!in!middle! 53! 26! 26! 33! 79! 28! 38! 23! 24! 30! 62! 25!
Indentation!near!VB! 31! 15! 18! 23! 49! 17! 17! 10! 18! 23! 35! 14!
Deep!indentation! 25! 12! 13! 16! 38! 13! 22! 13! 19! 24! 41! 17!
Deep!into!VB! 1! <1! 4! 5! 5! 2! 4! 2! 7! 9! 11! 4!
Philtrum&Width& Narrow! 55! 27! 9! 10! 64! 22! 63! 38*! 13! 13! 76! 29! 0.04!
0.001!(F)!
!
Average! 140! 68! 51! 57! 191! 65*! 84! 50! 60! 61! 144! 54!
Wide! 12! 6! 29! 33! 41! 14! 21! 13*! 25! 26! 46! 17!
Cupid's&Bow& Flat! 13! 6! 4! 4! 17! 6! 18! 11! 3! 3! 21! 8! !
U!3!Shaped! 79! 38! 36! 40! 115! 39! 60! 36! 44! 44! 104! 39!
V!3!Shaped! 115! 56! 49! 55! 164! 55! 90! 54! 52! 53! 142! 53!
Nasolabial&Angle& Acute! 24! 12! 9! 10! 33! 11! 18! 11! 9! 9! 27! 10! !
Normal! 131! 63! 48! 53! 179! 60! 115! 69! 64! 64! 179! 67!
Obtuse! 52! 25! 34! 37! 86! 29! 34! 20! 27! 27! 61! 23!
Upper&lip&
Fullness& Thin! 13! 6! 7! 8! 20! 7! 11! 7! 14! 14*! 25! 9! 0.03!(M)!
Medium! 151! 73! 70! 77! 221! 74! 122! 73! 79! 81! 201! 76!
Thick! 43! 21! 14! 15! 57! 19! 34! 20! 5! 5! 39! 15!
Contour& Concave! 43! 21! 18! 20! 61! 21! 18! 11! 23! 24! 41! 15! 0.02!
0.03!(F)!
0.02!(M)!
Straight! 97! 47! 41! 47! 138! 47! 85! 51! 47! 48! 132! 50!
Convex! 48! 23! 15! 17! 63! 21! 53! 32*! 24! 25! 77! 29*!
Pseudo3convex! 18! 9! 14! 16*! 32! 11! 12! 7! 3! 3! 15! 6!
Border& None! 24! 12! 8! 9! 32! 11! 30! 18! 13! 14! 4! 16! !
Middle!only! 22! 11! 11! 13! 33! 11! 11! 7! 18! 19! 29! 11!
Full!border! 161! 78! 69! 78! 230! 78! 127! 76! 63! 67! 190! 73!
Double&Border& None! 153! 74! 75! 88! 228! 78! 128! 76! 88! 95! 216! 83! !
Present! 54! 26! 10! 12! 64! 22! 40! 24! 5! 5! 45! 17!
Drop& None! 88! 43! 41! 46! 129! 44! 83! 50! 54! 56! 137! 52*! 0.04!
Midline!drop! 118! 57! 48! 54! 166! 56! 82! 50! 43! 44! 125! 48!
Groove& None! 194! 94! 84! 94! 278! 94! 144! 87! 92! 95! 236! 90! 0.02!(F)!
Groove! 12! 6! 5! 6! 17! 6! 21! 13*! 5! 5! 26! 10!
Lower&lip&
Fullness& Thin! 7! 3! 7! 8! 14! 5! 7! 4! 18! 18! 25! 9! !
Medium! 156! 75! 73! 80! 229! 77! 130! 78! 71! 72! 201! 76!
Thick! 44! 21! 11! 12! 55! 18! 30! 18! 10! 10! 40! 15!
Contour& Narrow!at!midline! 35! 17! 32! 35! 67! 22! 31! 19! 43! 43*! 74! 28*! 0.005!
0.02(M)!Straight! 13! 6! 11! 12! 24! 8! 21! 13! 21! 21*! 42! 16*!
Gentle!Curve! 136! 66! 33! 36! 169! 57! 97! 58! 31! 31! 128! 48!
Curved! 23! 11! 15! 16! 38! 13! 18! 11! 5! 5! 23! 9!
Border& None! 16! 8! 11! 12! 27! 9! 19! 11! 25! 25*! 44! 17*! 0.01!
0.03(M)!Middle! 30! 14! 16! 18! 46! 15! 25! 15! 22! 22! 47! 18!
Full! 161! 78! 64! 70! 225! 76! 122! 73! 53! 53! 175! 66!
Double&Border& None! 47! 23! 35! 38! 82! 28! 50! 30! 59! 58*! 109! 41*! 0.001!
0.006(M)!Present! 160! 77! 56! 62! 216! 72! 116! 70! 42! 42! 158! 59!
Groove& None! 181! 87! 76! 85! 257! 87! 159! 95*! 91! 92! 250! 94*! 0.004!
0.009(F)!Groove! 26! 13! 13! 15! 39! 13! 8! 5! 8! 8! 16! 6!
Bump& None! 153! 74! 64! 72! 217! 73! 112! 67! 69! 70! 181! 68! !
Bump! 54! 26! 25! 28! 79! 27! 55! 33! 30! 30! 85! 32!
Commissure& Upturned! 6! 3! 8! 9! 14! 5! 8! 5! 4! 4! 12! 4! !
Flat! 29! 14! 14! 15! 43! 14! 20! 12! 12! 12! 32! 12!
Downturned! 172! 83! 70! 76! 242! 81! 140! 83! 84! 84! 224! 84!
SubGlip&
Lip&G&Chin&Shape& Flat! 15! 7! 9! 10! 24! 8! 10! 6! 7! 7! 17! 6! !
Convex! 136! 66! 37! 42! 173! 58! 111! 66! 44! 45! 155! 58!
Angular! 47! 23! 38! 43! 85! 29! 35! 21! 38! 39! 73! 27!
Angular!with!pronounced!vermilion! 3! 1! 2! 2! 5! 2! 8! 5! 3! 3! 11! 4!
Angular!with!bump! 6! 3! 3! 3! 9! 3! 4! 2! 6! 6! 10! 4!
Mentolabial&Fold& None! 104! 50! 33! 37! 137! 46! 77! 46! 43! 43! 120! 45! !
Present! 105! 50! 57! 63! 162! 54! 91! 54! 56! 57! 147! 55!
Chin&Dimple& None! 156! 76! 52! 68! 208! 74! 121! 75! 54! 66! 175! 72! !
Present! 49! 24! 25! 32! 74! 26! 41! 25! 28! 34! 69! 28!
Tone& None! 27! 13! 15! 19! 42! 15! 30! 18! 15! 16! 45! 17! 0.001!
0.006(F)!Slight!convex! 73! 35! 18! 23! 91! 32! 47! 28! 17! 19! 64! 25!
Square!shaped!convex! 69! 33! 22! 28! 91! 32! 61! 36! 25! 27! 86! 33!
Deep!convex! 27! 13! 15! 19! 42! 15! 9! 5! 13! 14! 22! 8!
Bilateral!bumping! 11! 5! 9! 11! 20! 7! 21! 13*! 21! 23! 42! 16*!
Tone&G&Up& None! 27! 13! 15! 19! 42! 15! 30! 18! 15! 16! 45! 17! 0.002!
0.01(F)!Slight!with!bump! 73! 35! 18! 23! 91! 32! 48! 29! 17! 19! 65! 25!
Square!shaped!convex! 69! 33! 22! 28! 91! 32! 59! 35! 25! 27! 84! 32!
Deep!convex! 27! 13! 15! 19! 42! 15! 10! 6! 13! 14! 23! 9!
Bilateral!bumping! 11! 5! 9! 11! 20! 7! 21! 13*! 21! 23! 42! 16*!
Skeletal&Pattern& Skeletal!I! 95! 46! 29! 32! 136! 46! 97! 58! 39! 39! 99! 37! !
Skeletal!II! 86! 42! 50! 55! 124! 42! 55! 33! 44! 44! 136! 51!
Skeletal!III! 26! 13! 12! 13! 38! 13! 16! 10! 17! 17! 33! 12!




8.3.2! Logistic! regression! of! the! prevalence! of! lip! phenotypes!
amongst!cleft!parents!compared!with!controls!







Case! parents! had! increased! prevalence! of! absent! lower! lip! border! (P=0.008)! and!
double! border! (P=0.001);! they! were! also! less! likely! to! have! a! lower! lip! groove!










Philtrum!Width! Average!! 0.65! 0.46! 0.91! 0.012!
Upper!lip!contour! Convex! 1.50! 1.02! 2.21! 0.038!
Upper!lip!drop! No!drop! 1.41! 1.01! 1.97! 0.044!
Lower!lip!border! Absent! 1.99! 1.19! 3.32! 0.008!
Lower!double!border! Absent! 1.82! 1.28! 2.58! 0.001!
Lower!lip!groove! Absent! 2.37! 1.29! 4.35! 0.005!
Lower!lip!contour! Flat!! 2.13! 1.25! 3.63! 0.005!
Lower!lip!tone!/!!
Tone!up!
Bilateral!bumping! 2.57! 1.467! 4.51! 0.001!
Skeletal! Skeletal!I! 1.45! 1.04! 2.02! 0.03!









Case! mothers! had! an! increased! prevalence! of! narrow! philtrum! (P=0.012),! convex!
upper! lip! contours! (P=0.03),! upper! lip! groove! (P=0.05),! absent! lower! lip! groove!
(P=0.004),! flat! lower! lip! contour! (P=0.009)! and! angular! lower! lip! tone!with! bumping!
(P=0.002).!!












Philtrum!Width! Narrow! Mother! 0.65! 0.46! 0.91! 0.012!
Upper!lip!contour! Convex! Mother! 1.54! 1.04! 2.27! 0.029!
Upper!lip!groove! Present! Mother! 1.87! 1.00! 3.55! 0.05!
Lower!lip!border! Absent! Father! 1.90! 1.13! 3.18! 0.015!
Lower!lip!groove! Absent! Mother! 2.43! 1.32! 4.47! 0.004!
Lower!lip!double!
border!
Absent! Father! 1.74! 1.21! 2.49! 0.003!
Lower!lip!contour! Flat!! Mother! 2.05! 1.20! 3.50! 0.009!
Lower!lip!tone! Angular!with!
bumping!
Mother! 2.45! 1.39! 4.32! 0.002!
Skeletal! Skeletal!I! Mother! 1.53! 1.09! 2.14! 0.014!
!












8.4.1$ Phenotypes$ associated$ with$ increased$ prevalence$
amongst$cleft$parents$
Logistic! regression! was! performed! to! assess! whether! any! of! the! phenotypes! were!




case! parents! (16%),! compared!with! only! 7%!of! controls.! The! results! of! the! effect! of!
NSCL/P!SNPs!on!normal!variation!amongst!the!ALSPAC!cohort!also!demonstrated!that!
two! SNPs!were! associated!with! angular! tone!with!bumping;! SNPs! rs1880646! (NTN1)!
(P=0.03)!and!rs227731!(NOG)!(P=0.03).!!
It!was!also!observed!that!control!parents!had!a!higher! incidence!of!average!philtrum!
width!compared!with!case!parents! (P=0.042).! In!addition,!mothers! in! the!case!group!





surfaced!during! single! SNP! analysis;! rs7590268! (P=0.002)! and! rs13041247! (P=0.019).!
Various! facial! width! phenotypes! have! been! suggested! previously! as! a! potential!
discriminator! between! case! and! control! patients,! with! increased! upper! facial! width,!
mouth!width!(Yoon,!Y.J.(et(al,!2004,!Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2008b)!and!philtrum!width!




(Defay,! D.K.,! 2011)! occurring! at! a! higher! incidence! amongst! unaffected! mothers! of!
cleft!children.!
Case!parents!also!had!increased!prevalence!of!absent! lower! lip!border!(P=0.008)!and!
double! border! (P=0.001).! The! ALSPAC! cohort! (Chapter! 7)! demonstrated! that! SNPs!
rs6478391! (FOXE1)! and! rs7632427! (EPHA3)! were! associated! with! lack! of! vermilion!
border!(Figure!7.3).!In!addition,!rs4752028!(VAX1)!was!associated!with!lack!of!double!
vermilion!border!(P=0.04).!
The! most! significant! association! that! was! observed! amongst! the! ALSPAC! cohort!
(Chapter! 7)! was! with! skeletal! pattern! and! rs227731! (NOG)! (P=1.58x10<6),! which!
induced!a!skeletal!II!pattern.!Conversely,!in!this!study,!case!parents!were!more!likely!to!




8.4.2! Sex! specific! phenotypes! associated! with! increased!
prevalence!amongst!cleft!parents!






(P=0.004),! flat! lower! lip! contour! (P=0.009)! and! angular! lower! lip! tone!with! bumping!
(P=0.002)!(Figure!8.2!and!Table!8.3).!In!previous!research,!mothers!have!demonstrated!
increased!upper!facial!width!(Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2009).!
Fathers! on! the! other! hand,! had! increased! prevalence! of! absent! lower! lip! border!
(P=0.015)! and! lower! lip! double! borders! (P=0.003)! (Figure! 8.2! and! Table! 8.3).! In!
previous!research,!fathers!have!demonstrated!increased!cranial!base!width,!increased!
lower! facial! height! and! decreased! upper! facial! height! compared! with! controls!
(Weinberg,! S.M.( et( al,! 2009).! Proposing! that! differences! characterising! unaffected!
relatives!are!partly!sex<specific!(Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2009).!!











specifically,!narrow!philtrum!width! (mothers),! thin!upper! lips! (fathers),!convex!upper!
lip! contour,! upper! lip! groove! (mothers)! and! flat! or! narrow! at! midline! lower! lip!
contours.!!
Logistic! regression! revealed! increased! odds! ratios! with! six! phenotypes! amongst!
mothers!and!three!phenotypes!amongst! fathers.!Amongst!case!mothers,!phenotypes!
included!a!narrow!philtrum!(OR:!1.66,!P=0.024);!convex!upper!lip!contours!(OR:!2.64,!
P=0.007);! upper! lip! groove! (OR:! 2.36,! P=0.034);! absent! lower! lip! groove! (OR:! 2.85,!
P=0.002);! flat! lower! lip! contour! (OR:!2.15,!P=0.007)!and! lower! lip! tone!with!bilateral!
bumping! (OR:! 2.55,! P=0.001).!Whilst! fathers! on! the! other! hand,! had! increased!odds!
rations!associated!with!thin!upper!lips!(P=0.03),!absent!lower!lip!vermilion!border!(OR:!
2.42,! P=0.006)! and! absent! lower! lip! double! border! (OR:! 2.25,! P=0.002).! This! study!





The! results! of! this! study! further! suggest! that! these! features! may! be! considered! as!
markers!of!NSCL/P!risk.!In!addition,!there!is!variation!in!the!frequency!of!phenotypes!
amongst! males! and! females,! which! may! suggest! that! a! certain! combination! of!
phenotypes!predisposes!one!to!NSCL/P.!
One! of! the!main! limitations! of! this! study! is! that! it! is! not! known!whether! one! case!
parent! was! influencing! the! genetic! susceptibility,! or! whether! both! parents! were!













• Assess! the! reproducibility! of! the! classification! system! with! other! acquisition!
methods!
• Perform!a!genome<wide!association!study!(GWAS)!of!lip!phenotypes!!
• Assess! for! associations! of! non<syndromic! cleft! lip/palate! (NSCL/P)! single!
nucleotide!polymorphs!(SNPs)!to!lip!phenotypes!








lip! categorisation! scale! was! developed,! which! had! good! intra! and! inter<examiner!
reliability.! The! study! has! also! demonstrated! that! there! is! considerable! variation! in!
normal! lip!morphology.!Some!of!these!features!are!not!amenable!to!classification!by!
landmarking! or! measurement,! but! by! identifying! and! categorising! according! to!!
anatomical!shapes!and!surface!topography.!!
Following!the!development!of!the!scale,!4,747!3D!laser!facial!scans!of!!individuals!from!
the! ALSPAC! study! were! assessed! and! categorised! according! to! the! scale.! The!
prevalence! of! the! various! lip! phenotypes! was! documented! (Table! 4.4),! and! this!
demonstrated!that!there!was!considerable!lip!variation!in!a!population!of!15!year!olds.!
Some!rare!phenotypes!have!been!reported!that!have!not!been!described!previously.!
The! epidemiological! study! is! comparable! to! similar! studies! for! philtrum! shape,! lip!
thickness,! chin! contour! and! skeletal! pattern.! The! variation! of! the! philtrum! shape! is!










1.5).! This! study! confirmed! that! the! majority! of! lip! phenotypes! are! associated! with!
other! lip! phenotypes! (Table! 4.5),! with! the! exception! of! mentolabial! fold! and! chin!
dimple,!which!appear!to!only!be!associated!with!skeletal!pattern!and!lower!lip!tone.!
The!study!also!confirmed!that!there!is!some!sex!dimorphism!of!lip!phenotypes.!Males!
generally!have!angular! lower! lip!phenotypes!and!wide!philtrum,!whilst! females!have!
narrow!philtrum!and!defined!Cupid’s!bow!shapes.!Five!features!were!independent!of!
sex:! upper! lip! groove/drop,! lower! lip! border,! fullness,! and! mentolabial! fold.!
Morphological!associations!between!sexes!also!vary! (Table!4.6),!with! females!having!





scale! to! other! media,! in! order! to! increase! the! sample! size,! which! is! necessary! for!
replication!in!GWAS!studies.!The!scale!shows!a!high!level!of!reliability!with!most!of!the!
features! using! 3D! laser! grey! images! (Tables! 4.3! and! 5.2),! however,! the! study!
demonstrated! that! some! of! the! surface! detail! is! lost! with! 3dMD! images,! and! an!
adapted!scale!must!be!employed!when!using!colour!texture!images!to!compensate.!
Once!a!novel!means!of!assessing! lip!phenotypes!had!been!developed,!Genome<wide!
association!analysis!was!performed,! in!an!attempt! to!match!phenotype! to!genotype.!
Genome<wide! significance! was! reached! with! two! phenotype/genotype! associations!
and! there!were! 29! close<hit! associations!with! 18! lip! phenotypes! (Table! 6.3).!DOCK1!
was! found! to! be! associated!with! the! phenotype! “chin! dimple”! (P=2x10<8)! and!CDH4!
was!associated!with!a!mentolabial!fold!(P=1x10<8).!These!two!phenotypes!behave!in!an!
almost!entirely!independent!manner!to!other!traits!of!the!lip!region!(Table!4.5).!!
SNP! rs11017876! (CDH4)! was! associated! with! a!mentolabial! fold! (P=1x10<8).! CDH4! is!
part!of!the!cadherin!family,!which!has!been!previously!associated!with!lip!development!







Replication! of! the! two! GWAS! significant! associations! was! attempted! using! digital!
photographs!of!an!independent!sample,!however,!it!was!not!achieved!(Table!6.4).!!
This! study! also! identified! an! association!with! ZFR! and! chin! dimple! (8x10<7),! ZFR! is! a!
member!of!the!zinc!finger!binding!protein!family,!which!are!a!diverse!group!of!proteins!
that! serve! as! mediators,! binding! DNA! and! RNA! proteins.! In! a! sample! of! individuals!





been! associated! with! normal! facial! variations! (nasion)! in! a! population! of! 5,388!
Caucasians!(Liu,!F.(et(al,!2012c).!
The! locus!8q24!has!been! robustly! associated!with! cleft! susceptibility! in! a!number!of!
studies;!it!has!also!been!associated!with!normal!facial!variation!(bizygomatic!distance!
P=0.017)! (Boehringer,!S.( et(al,!2011).! In! this! sample,! it!was!associated!with! lower! lip!
tone! (P=3.3x10<7).! An! association! was! also! observed! between! lower! lip! double!
vermilion!border!and!the!gene!RUVBL1! (P=2.4x10<7),!which! is!known!to! interact!with!
gene!MYC,!which!is!also!located!at!8q24!(Si,!J.(et(al,!2010).!!
Given!the!fact!that!nine!regions!of!the!lips!were!associated!with!cleft!susceptibility!loci,!
and! that!many!authors!have! suggested! that!NSCL/P!SNPs!occur! as! common!variants!




narrow! philtrum,! V<shaped! Cupid’s! bow,! absent! upper! lip! drop,! absent! upper! lip!








A! NSCL/P! genetic! allele! score! was! generated,! which! indicated! that! a! V<shaped!
Cupid’s!bow!(P=0.0002)!and!a!narrow!philtrum!width!(P=0.0003)!were!associated!with!
multiple!NSCL/P!genetic!alleles!!
In! addition,! two! variants! were! suggestive! of! having! a! role! to! play! in! determining! a!




(Mangold,! E.( et( al,! 2010,! Ludwig,! K.U.( et( al,! 2012).! Previous! research! has! suggested!
that!NOG!may!play!a!role!in!mandibular!development!(Matsui,!M.(et(al,!2014),!and!that!
parents! of! children! with! CP! were! more! likely! to! have! mandibular! retrusion!
(Prochazkova,!J.(et(al,!1986).!
NOG! encodes! the! noggin! protein,! which! is! an! antagonist! of! members! of! the!
transforming! growth! factor! beta! (TGF?ß)! superfamily,! which! includes! bone!
morphogenetic! protein! 4! (BMP4).! BMP4! has! been! shown! to! regulate! palatogenesis!





Given! that! cleft! risk! loci! arise! in! the! normal! population,! and! this! study! highlighted!
possible! associations! between! these! and! normal! lip! phenotypes,! it! seems! plausible!





#408}(Leslie,! E.J.( et( al,! 2016).! A! study!was! performed!on! 597! images! of! case<parent!
trios! (286)! and! (311)! controls! captured! using! 3dMD! from! the! FaceBase! consortium.!
Nine! phenotypes!were! associated!with! an! increased!prevalence! amongst! unaffected!
parents!of!cleft!offspring.!There!was!a!reduced!prevalence!of!average!philtrum!width!
amongst!unaffected!parents!of!cleft!children!(65%!controls,!54%!case,!(P=0.042)).!Case!




controls! (P=0.001).! Previous! research! has! identified! an! increased! upper! facial!
width;!including!an!increased!mouth!width!amongst!unaffected!relatives!(Yoon,!Y.J.(et(
al,!2004,!Weinberg,!S.M.(et(al,!2008b).!






The! genotype! analysis! performed! during! this! thesis! identified! that! out! of! 25! lip!
phenotypes,! 21! were! associated! with! NSCLP! SNPs.! The! case/control! study!
demonstrated! that!only!9!out!of!23! lip!phenotypes!were!associated!with!unaffected!
parents! of! cleft! children.! Analysis! of! the! lip! phenotypes! that! arose! in! both! studies!
identified!a!consistent!relationship!of!cleft!risk!for!7!lip!phenotypes:!narrow!philtrum,!
upper! lip! groove,! absent! upper! lip! drop,! absent! upper! lip! vermilion! border,! absent!
lower! lip!vermilion!border,! lower! lip!double!border!and! lower! lip! tone!with!bumping!
(Table!7.4!and!Table!8.3).!!
This!study!has!demonstrated!that!NSCL/P!SNPs!appear!to!affect!lip!phenotypes,!and!in!
addition,! unaffected! parents! of! cleft! children,! who! one! could! assume! would! be!
carrying! NSCLP! NSCL/P! genetic! alleles,! also! have! a! higher! prevalence! of! certain! lip!
phenotypes.!
Therefore,! the! lip! phenotypes! <! narrow!philtrum,! upper! lip! groove,! absent! upper! lip!
drop,!absent!upper! lip!vermilion!border,!absent! lower! lip!vermilion!border,! lower! lip!






































This! study! has! demonstrated! that! there! is! considerable! variation! in! lip! phenotypes,!







further!explore! the!near!hit!GWAS! results.! So! that! larger!population! samples! can!be!
tested,! it! will! be! necessary! to! assess! the! capability! of! using! the! classification! scale!
(Figure!4.4)!using!further!acquisition!techniques,!such!as!digital!photographs!and!direct!
clinical!assessment.!






Most!of! the! lip!phenotypes! identified! in!this!study,!have!been!recorded!according!to!
surface!texture!(philtrum!shape,!vermilion!border,!mentolabial!fold,!chin!dimple!etc.).!
It! is! conceivable! that! a! computer! programme! could! be! developed! to! automatically!




variations! in! the! phenotypes.! These! have! significant! crossover! with! the! phenotypes!
described! in! the! classification! system! (Figure! 4.4! and! Table! 4.2).! This! method! of!




employed! in! this! study,! and!will! also! remove! any! examiner! error,! improving! the!
accuracy!of!cataloguing!the!phenotypes.!!
In! addition! to! this,! many! of! the! phenotypes! appear! to! be! associated! with! other!
seemingly!unrelated!phenotypes,!suggestive!of!pleotropy.!This!methodology!could!be!
further! expanded! to! include! the!whole! face,! and! categorise! individuals! according! to!
commonly!occurring!facial!shapes.!
10.3!AgeFrelated!changes!
There! have! been!many! studies! that! have! recorded! age<related! changes! in! terms! of!
height! and! thickness! of! the! lip! (Nanda,! R.S.( et( al,! 1990,! Ferrario,! V.F.( et( al,! 2000,!






Orthognathic! surgery! is!a! term!used! to!describe!corrective! jaw!surgery,! in!which! the!
patient! presents! to! the! Orthodontist! with! concerns! relating! to! function! (speech! or!
masticatory!problems)!and/or!aesthetics.!Treatment! involves!a!period!of!orthodontic!
care! alignment! initially! to! position! the! teeth! in! the! correct! position! within! the! jaw,!
followed! by! a! surgical! procedure! to! correct! the! jaw! alignment.! During! orthodontic!




this! procedure! is! currently! unpredictable! (Ahmad! Akhoundi,! M.S.( et( al,! 2012,!
Wermker,!K.(et(al,!2014).!!
Future!research!would!involve!recruiting!orthognathic!patients,!and!assessing!their!lip!








FAS! can! be! challenging! to! diagnose,! due! to! its! varying! clinical! and! behavioural!






Many! studies! have! suggested! variations! in! lip! dimensions! amongst! individuals! of!
different!ethnic!groups!(Lew,!K.K.(et(al,!1993,!Wilkinson,!C.M.(et(al,!2003,!Zhu,!L.Y.(et(
al,! 2008,! Seager,! D.C.( et( al,! 2009,!Wong,!W.W.( et( al,! 2010).! The! classification! scale!
could!be!used! to!assess! the!prevalence!of! features!amongst!different!ethnic!groups,!
and! to!assess!whether! there!are!any!other!unique! features!present,!which!were!not!
captured!using!this!population!sample.!
Following! phenotyping! these! different! population! groups,! it!was! also! be! possible! to!
perform! GWAS! on! them,! in! order! to! assess! whether! there! is! any! genetic! crossover!





One!of! the!main! limitations!of! this! study! is! that! it! is!not!known!whether!one!parent!
was!influencing!the!genetic!susceptibility,!or!whether!both!parents!were!contributing.!!
Thus,! in! order! to! confirm! the! susceptibility! phenotype,! it! would! be! necessary! to!
genotype! the! parents! to! check! the! number! of! susceptibility! cleft! loci,! and! confirm!
which!one!was!contributing!towards!the!genetic!risk.!!
With!further!research,!it!may!be!possible!to!identify!individuals!or!couples,!who!have!a!
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